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PADUCAH, KY. FRIDAY MORMNG, OCTOBER 26. 19t6
ANNIVERSARY GATHERING OF
.1 OF WEDANG MANY DOCTORS
COLONEL AND MRS.
GROGAN SURPRISED
7RIEN OS.
VOL. 23, Ni-MBER 159
'4
BIBLE SCHOOLS ACTIONS FOR MANY LIVES SCHOOL SECI
CONVENTION TRIAL TODAY LOST IN FIRE LEAVES SHORTLY
PAT SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SO- INTERESTING PROGRAM AR- Viit W. SPENCE MIS CHARLES LoRGE BUILDING IN KANSAS
BY CIETY MEETS TUESDAY RANGED FOR FULTON GRIDLEY FOR ALLEGED CITY CONTAINING MANY
AT DAWSON. GATHERING. SLANDER. PAW* IF7
PADUCAH COUPLE
WED AT CAIRO
NICE ENTERTAINMENT THIS
AFTERNOON AT. MRS. DOR-
IAN'S SCHOOL.
Betrothal Announced of Miss 'Minnie
Schwarz of Oklahoma City., and
Mr. Sydney Loeb of This City
Colonel Pat Grogan, the well
known Illinois Central railroad ensi-
seer, and wife were last evening tend-
ered au unusually pleasat surprise
party by a large number of friend -,
St their hospitable home on Trimble
sear Tenth streets. It was the twee-
ty-fifth anniversary of the marriage
itiniself and most estimable wi:e, am!
Oonamemorative of the occasion rawly
if their acquaintances swooped down
capon the popular couple and accorded
lbw a delightful surprise. The even
-
;bag wa, passed 
in that happy marner
which characterizei the social affairs
given under this well known roof. .he
diversions being many and of a varied
nature. coming to a close with in-
dulgence in a sumptuous spread ‘c
ecnnpanying their hearty wishes' for
many joyful returns of the happy :se-
vision, the guests preseeted Mr. ant!
Mrs Grogan a very beautiful sqver
service.
Married at Cairo.
Yesterday morning the families
here received word that the clay be-
fore Miss Agnes Sweeney and Mr
Dewar E. Ripley quietly hied thein-
lodires to Cairo. and were married by
B.". Father Downey of The Rock
Church, and then left for St. Louis
where they are now on their bOdal
bier. They return next week to re
i14 at 813 Madison street
1 • The dainty young lady i the claioth
ter of Mrs. Agnes Sweeney of stas
North Eighth street, and formerly
stenographer for the ice company,
while. Mr Ripley is bookkeeper lo:
the same concern, of which his
father is manager
Former Paducah Girt
Miss Nellie Mae Tuttle and Ma
Herbert C. Cramig of Louisville, loll
be united in marriage November Loh,
In that city, as shown by the invite
tions received yesterday by Padlican
friends. The young lady is remem-
bered here as ;very popular and pret-
ty girl. the daughter of Mr. W. P
Tuttle. who a number of years ago
was a plumbing contractor of this
city, who also superintended part of
the water plant cnnstruction. The
al 'Airily moved some years agi to the
4 Pals City.
Scholars Entertainment
This afternol the members of thc
literary and musical club of Mrs. John
J. Dorian's private school will give
their first entertainment fr r the pres-
ent scholastic term The young peo-
ple have outlined a fine, program
comprising numerous literary and
musical numbers, that will be ren-
dered at the school rooms on South
Fourth street. The papi's recently
reoganized their clob for this term
and will give a se-ies of charming
affairs during the coming months.
Married Yesterday.
glee Teresa Willett ant! Mr. Tames
Patrick Rayl were married yesterday
morning at 8 o'clock :it St. Frances
de Sales church to• Rev. Father Jan-
sen. Miss Mary Geagon presided
over the organ, but there were no at-
tendants, and immediately after the
ceremony the couple went to Nast.-
yule and Chattalocga ..n their bridal
Isar.
The bride is the pretty daughter
of Mr. A C. ci 1204 Bi 0.•'•
wry where the e••iiple reode on re-
turning. I he groom is the Illinco
Central rads fireman.
Five Hundred Club.
The Five Hundred club meets next
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. I. D.
Wilcox of Sixth and Kentucky
avenue.
Methodist Musical.
The Methodist church at Patton
into just installed -its fine new or
and this evening will eke a m
Misses Courtie and Laths Puryear of
1.
Oiladassed on Page Five.
MANY PHYSICIANS WILL
AULD FROM HERE
THIS BEING THE SEMI-AN-
NUAL GATHERING, IT
LASTS ONLY ONE DAY.
At the Gathering November 5th the
Paducah Doctors Take Up Ques-
tion of Insurance Examinations.
The Paducah physicians in large
numbers are preparing to go to Daw-
son Springs next Tuesday to attend
the semi-annual session of the South-
western itentucky Medical society.
which hOid3 3 one day gathering there
at that time, and will be participated
in by doctor, from all the counties
of this portion of the state.
This is the half-yearly session,
while all the annual gatherings are
DR. W. H. PITCHER
TO, CHICAGO TO
WILL GO
T Met
MANY PADUCAHANS' SUIT OF MRS. EVITTS' FROM EIGHT TO THIRTY MANY TEACHERS STILL
WILL BE PRESENT ESTATE AGAINST THE I. C. LIVES WERE SMOTHERED OUT OUT WITH SICKNESS
TRIMBLE STREET METHODIST CONTINANCES GIVEN SUITS TWO HUNDRED PEOPLE WERE HIGH SCHOOL CLUB SECURED
REVIVAL CENTER OF OF JEWELL AND SPENCER ASLEEP IN BUILDING WHEN i BASEBALL PARK FOR
MUCH ATTENTION. AGAINST CAR COMPANY. FIRE BROKE OUT.
Rev. W. S. Long Continues His Re-
vival at the Christian Chapel
on West Tennessee.
Jury Gave Judgment for One Cent
and Costs to E. B. Osborne
Against Detective Moore.
THANKSGIVING.
Men Clinging to Window Sills, Wo- Pt 
at Windows. 
esident Cher*. of West Kentucky
men With Babies in Their Arms State Normal College, Comes to
Speak to County Educators.
The following suits are set for g s City, Mo., Oct. as.—In the
trial today in the circuit court; Wm. ru ns ol the Chamber of Commerce
Powley against the Paducab Cooper- b ..idin h 
. .
age conipany; 5..T. Reddick vs. Sol
C. Vaughan; M. T. Spann, administra-
tor, against Illinois Central railroaci;
W. W. Spence vs. Charles E. Gridley.
Powley was working for the cooper-
age company in Mechanicsburg, when
.a splintr r.,m a piece of timber flew
and struck him in the eye destroying
g in c o
Kansas City, Kan., destroyed by fire
eatly today there are anywhere from
half a dozen to thirty bodies, ac-
cording to estimates given out this
morning by firemen, who had work-
e,1 at the scene all doht.
On the other hand, Assistant Fire
conducted here in Paducah, which is paced from same. Anyone intending the sight. He asks for $5,000 dam-
(lief Lind at 8 o'clock this morning
the "hub" of the organization that to attend, and who desires any in- ages. 
iii,isted that the dead would not reach
draws membership from the stir- formation regarding the convention, Dr. J. T Reddick sues Sol C. 
over
 sa'
rounding counties, can write Mr. J. Clarence Reed who Vaughan lor about $1,600, on the
At 8 o'clock the body of D. R.
At this meeting the officers are not has charge of this feature. ground that the doctor advanced that 
Young. a laborer, aged sixty-two
soars,
chosen, those holding continuing in The program for the two days' ses- much money upon the life insurance 
was removed from the ruins.
o
service until the meeting here next sion is as follows: policy of Mr. Vaughan in nature of 
ung had lived on the fourth floor
fisting The present officers are E. Thursday Nov. rm. premitrm payments to the company 
w th his family. The fate of his
B. Shelton. president; W. G. Kinsolv- 7 p. m. Prayer and Praise, led by R. carrying the policy 
- family is not known. Young's body
ing. vice president; B P. Earle, sec- M. Hopkins W. W Spence sues Charles E. 
%'Z15 so badly burned that it was M-
ond vice president; V. A. Stilley, sec- 715. C. W. B. M. Address. Gridley' for $5,000 damages on the 
ficult to identify it.
retary and C. H. Brothers treasurer. 7:45, Address, South Kentucky Mis- ground of slander. Spence was driv-
The actual loss of life will not be
Program committee—C. E. Purcell, along, W. J. Hudspeth. ing along the country road out from 
known until a thorough search of the
H. P. Sights and H. M. Childress. Friday Nov. and. the city one day when Gridley's auto 
ruins can be made, probably not then,
Financf committee—H. R. Melton, cry) a m. Devotional Exercises, D. came along and frightened his horse 
as some of the firemen assert that
E. B. McMorris and 0. L Shelton. W. Campbell. which tore up his buggy and did 
many bodies must have been burned
Credentials committee—T. M. tios. The Purpose pf a District Con- other damage. Spence sued Gridley to ashe
s. The building, used as a
Baker, Willis R. Moss and R.. vention, G. H. C. Stoney. and got judgment for about $75 dam, tcnament house, and containing too
Brown. To. How to Have a Good Bible ages. Some time after that Spense rooms held, as
 near as can be learn-
Arrangements committee—Annual School, led by J. K. Bonelurant. was passipg through the hall of the ed, between atio 
and 3oo persons at
—17 H Stewart, J. G. Brooks and (1) The Pastor's Part R. 0. Hester. county Arse, when several gen- the time the fire broke out at Tajo
(2) The Superintendent's Part, J. tlemenFrank Boyd. ed about him being a o'clock. Most of these compo
sed
Arrangements - Semi-annual — G. .K. Bondurant. man of teesod character and bidg families, and many others were grade in the Jefferson building:is:out
W. Brown, B. P. Earle and G. .W. (3) The Tcacher s Part, Geo, 0. standing. Gridley was in the crowd transients, whose names are un- ss ith sickness. and Miss Mary Bon-
Loran. McBroom and it is charged that he remarked known. ,
Necrology committee—W. W (4) The Parent's Part, Judge F.. that Spence swore a lie in the suit Janitor is Missing. 
(foram is sobstiatting for her.
Richmond, E A Stevens and B. P. Barry. where Spence got the $75 judgment The only person who knows the ac-
Dr. W. H. Pitcher, secretary of the
school board, expects to leave some-
time next month for Chicago to take
post-graduate course in dentistry
slid be may remain there, as a leading
f:rm of that city wante kim to be-
come associated with theo offices.
St me other member of the school
board will act as secretary while he
n, away. The first of next year the
new board comes in and the new
secretary will be designated. The
dentist's term expires the last of De-
cember
Earle.
The approaching session will be
held at the New Century hotel in
Dawson, at which time the following
program will be rendered:
Called to order by president
Invocation.
Address of Welcome--H R Boit-
nott.
Response
Regular order of business.
Report of committees.
i. Paper—"Gallstone Treatment,
with a Case Report-"—J. G. Brooks,
M. D.
Discussion. Drs. Frank .
Sights, J. H. Miller.
2. Paper—"Surgical Aspect of Acute
Appendicitis."—P. H. Stewart, M.-D.
Discussion. Drs. J. T. Reddick, L
W. Ogilvie, G. W Brown.
3. Paper—"Treatment of Venerial
Diseases."—John S. Davis, M. D.
Discussion. Drs. J. G. Brooks, P. H.
Stewart E. G. Thomas.
4- Paper—"The Common Inflamma-
tion of the Eye."—C. E. Purcell,
M. D.
Discussion, Drs. H. G. Reynolds, H.
M. Childress, M. W. Rozzell.
5. Paper—"Hydrophobia Its Treat-
ment."—J. H Sale, M. D.
Discussion, Drs. H. T. Rivers, R.
M. Jones, John A. Jones.
6. Paper—"Treatment of Pnes-
monia."—W. G. Kingsolving, M. D.
Discussion, Drs. E. G. Thomas, D.
J. Travis, B. P. Earle.
7. Paper—"Surgical Complications
of Typhoid Fever."—Jas S. Cheno-
weth. M. D.
Discussion,- Drs. J. G. Brooks, P.
H. Stewart FrankBoyd.
Physicians Fees.
The Paducah doctors have set down
for special consideration at their No-
vember 5th meeting the question of
the three big life insurance companies
of New York reducing from $5s to ;3
the fee paid the physicians for mak-
ing a medical examination of parties
applying for insarance. The doctors
all over the state are combining, the
different medical societies adopting
rigid resor6tions stipulating that no
member will charge less than $s for
examining the applicant for insur-
ance. The 'meeting November sth
will be with Dr. Phil Stewart and
Dr. W. J. Bass, and at that time the
physicians will decide whether they
acrept. the. reduction or adopt
their binding agreement to make it
not less than Bs. During the meet-
ing of the State Medical society sev-
eral weeks ago at Henderson, a reso-
The first annuals convention of the
Bible schools of tit; Church of Christ
in the Kentucky Purchase will be held
at Fulton next Tuesday and Friday
and arrangements are being made for
quite a large attendance that will be
present, including a number of Padu-
cabans, several of whom are down
upon the program for addresses.
This is the initial gathening of this
character and much good is antici-
(s) The Scholar's Part, G. W. Greg-
ory.
It :oo, Evangelism • in the Bible
School, C. E. Moore. '
too, Our Centennial Enterprise, 'R.
..M. Hopkins.
it :so, Appointment of Committees. I
12. Noon Adjournment.
Afternoon Session.
1:30, p. m. Prayer and Praise, J. C.
Reed.
t:so. Business Session.
(1) Reports of Bible Schools.
(a) Reports of Committees.
...(3) Wars and Means. .
2:30. Missions in the Bible -Ye-Yea R.
L. Clark.
2:50. Increasing Attendance, L N.
Varble.
3:13. The Teacher's Toole, D. Wes-
ley Campbell.
3:33. A Time for Questions, R. M.
Hopkins.
coo. Adjournment.
Night Session.
7:00 Devotional, G. H. C. Stoney.
7:30. The Greatest Need of the Bible
School, Prof. G. A. Llewellyn.
8:oo Unfin'shed Business.
Trimble Street Revival.
Another large congregation was
present last evening at the Trimble
street Methodist church hearing one
of the good sermons being delivered
by Rev. 0. L. Martin of Dyersburg,
Tenn. The afternoon gatherings are,
drawing many ladies, the most of the
men being unable to participate ex-
cept at night.
Christian Revival
" "The Turning Point In A Man's
‘Life" was spoken on last evening by
Rev. W. S. Long at the Christian
church on West Tennessee street.
His nightly services have been in
progress since the first of this week,
and many are attending, with appar-
ently considerable good being
effected.
Mite Society.
The Ladies Mite society of the
First Baptist church meets this after-
noon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. A. C.
Wahl of 407 Clay street.
Missionary Society.
This afternoon at 2:38 o'clock the
Missionary society of the First Pres-
byterian church meets at the pastor's
against Gridley. Spence then stied
for slandee
M. T. Spann if the administrator of
his mother-in-law, Mrs Thomas
Evitts, who was killed one day last
spring by an Illinois Central railroad
train while crossing the tracks in Ty-
ler, just beyond Mechinicsburg. She
was hard of hearing and started to
cross the rails when struck and killed
by the engine. The etate ctle, the
road for damages.
Yesterday's Business.
The court yesterday sustained the
motion to strike from the defendant's
answer in the suit of F. N. Gardner,
Jr., against Edward. Bridges
A contintrinee Until the next term
of court was given in the suit wherein
E. S. Duignid sues Charles Meyers
and the Bandana Mercantile company
of Bandana. Ky.. for $600 claimed due
for goods Duiguid sold the others
In the suits of Samuel Spencer and
S. H. Jewell against the Paducah
Traction company, the plaintiffs had
the suits dismissed without prejudice,
but reconsidering this, had the judge
to set aside the dismissal order and
grant a costinuance until the next
term of court. Both want about
$2,000° danfages each for being
knoeked from their rig on Trimble
street by &ear. They were injured.
At defenganes request there was
postponed 'until the next term of
court the suit of Helen Seitz against
the Paducah Traction company.
Until next Monday was the defend-
ant given ta answer to the suit of the
Kentucky tad Indiana Bank against
the Globe Bask and Trust Co., where-
in the former sues the Paducah bank
for money.
Until r,eitt Monday the defendant
was given time to answer to the suit
filed by William Stanley, administra-
tor, agaiwt R. P. Stanley.
The jury brought in a verdict giv-
ing E. B. Oshorne judgment for one
cent and costs against Detective T.
J. Moore. The suit was dismissed as
to Detective William Baker. Osborne
was arrested and locked up overnight
by the authorities on the charge of
being wanted down in Tennessee.
Nothing cattle of the charges and he
sued for $ro,oso damages for false ar-
rest and imprisonment, and got the
judgment of one cent and costs,
which will have to be paid by De-
study. , teetive Moore, Hendrick, Miller &
 
Marble were on the winning side, and
lotion of this nature was adpoted, Charley Wheeler's partner Attorney
tual number of occupants of the build
tug is the janitor, who is missing,
and believed to be under the great
mass of debris that is piled high in-
side the bare walls of the destroyed on Thanksgiving day, Wheinefaine
structure. It was the custom for many game of football will be played by the
of the transients, who carne mostly school team with some outside club
fr-im the near-by railroad yards, not Several football teams have been fac-
to register, and thus all trace of them ganized here in the city, and fearing
is lost for the time being. Only a scone of the others may want a game
thorough search of the ruins that may upoil• that national holiday, the High
take days, and an exact accounting of School boys have secured. the privil-
the missing, will finally reveal the ege of utilizing the grounds which
tocact cotent of the catastrophe. I are the only suitable ones for any
At 8 o'clock this morning the ' character of sport like. this.
known dead numbOred four.
Sisk Toschors.
Miss Mary 0. Murray contisees
confined at her home on Monroe
streets with sickness that has kept
her in her room for five weeks now.
Her mathematical departmental work
It! the seventh and eighth grades at
the Washington building is being
looked after by Miss Happy Newell.
The doctors are of the opinion it will
be several wetks yet before Miss
Murray can resume her duties.
Miss Lora Bemadon is still contsset
at her home, and he.. room is being
lcoked after by Was Floyd Swift. It
is the second grade at the Washiag-
tow Miss. Mabel Mitchell of the- fifth
Thanksgiving Game.
I Captain Brent Janes of the. High
'School football team has already got-
Iten the -right from th.- owners to use
'the WallacePark uascball
—
Several persons are missing. and Normal President.
close to fifty other are known to havel President Cherry of the West Ken-
been injured. Of the Injured, scat tucky State Normal college at Bowl-
teed among half a dozen hospitals 'trig Green, will arrive in this city to-
and at private homes, twenty-five ,night and tomorrow morning go out
were more or less seriously hurt. Two i to Grahamville to deliver the main
67 three of these at least will die. :address before all the teachers of the
• The Building. 'county public schooL, who gather•at
The Chamber of Commerce ,build- I that village to hold their monthly
ing was situated at Park and Central
streets, in the Riverview district of
Kansas City, Kan. It was at a junc-
ture of the elevated railways two
blocks west of the Raw river and a
mile southeast of what now is the
business diktrict of Kansas. City. Kan.
It was erected fourteen years ago
at a cost of $85,000, to be used ag a
board of trade. The city grew away
from it, however, and for many years
had been occupied as an apartment
house. The structure was four stones
in height, with a deep basement, and
faced the two streets.
It was bunt of brick and stone
alone.
It contained too rooms, almost all
of which were, as far as can be leer*.
ed, occupied by families or individ-
ual laboring men or railway ernaloyes
at the time the fire started. The
ground floor was occupied by W. A.
Lovelace, barber shop; Edward T.
Summerset, drug store; Central re.
enue Gas Fixture Company; Mrs.'
Belle Wagner, restaurant; the Smith
Overall Laundry, and the Labor Re-
cord.
Fire Began on Ground Floor.
The fire broke out on the ground
floor from some unknown cause at
12:30 o'clock. isolated as it was the
burning building was difficult of ac-
cess, and it was some time before
the fire demisted reached the sees
Several companies were at the fire in
another part of the city.
binding all to charge not less than Es., Berry on the losing side. I When the firemen' arrived the en-
literary meeting during which time
many addresses will be made on dif-
f rent themes by local educators. Mr.
Cherry is president of the normal
maintained at Bowling Green by the
commonwealth for benefit of public
school teachers
tire building was in flames. So
quickly did the flames spread that
when a few minutes after the fire was
discovered all means of escape by
stairways for the scores of occupants
was shut off. On two sides of the
building the elevated railway tracks
hemmed it in, and made still harder
the work of the firemen. Then *troth
er obstacle arose. The firemen did
net have sufficient ladders, and many
of those they had were too short to
reach the upper stories. A stifling
smoke filled the banding, eilderally
coming from the burning stock of
merchandise on the floor below, and
some of the occupants probably were
never able to leave their rooms.
When are firemen arived at the
bidding building they saw men hang-
building they saw men hang-
floors, and frantic women with hi-
hies in their arms, and children ding-
ing to themaleaning far out from the
windows, unable to find any means
of escape, and yet taking advantage of
the little fresh air which the window
afforded.
Mrs. J. B. Allen yesterday went leg
Louisville to visit. 4
•
TWO HELD TO RAILROAD STRICKEN ILL
GRAND JURY GATE TENDER WHILE SOUTH
CHARLES GROSSHART AND WATCHMAN WILL GET SOME- MRS. CORNELIA STONE SUP-
WOOD JONES HELD OVER BODY KILLED YET AT tiTH FERING FROM TYPHO-
BY JUDGE. AND BROADWAY. PNEUMONIA.
Matthew Scott, Colored, Given Con- He Waits Until Train is Only Few
tinuarice of Case Charging Him I Feet From Broadway When He
With Stealing Things. 1 Then Warns People.
Charles Grusshart and Wbod Joness
were both held to the circuit court
grand jury by Judge Puryear in the
police court yesterday morning. They
are charged with being implicated in
the theft of two overcoats from a
room above Wilson's Marble Hall sa-
loon on Broadway near Second street.
The court has under consideration
the similar charge against Charles
Tremaine, not having yet rendered
his opinion.
A continuance was given Albert
Gaines, alias Philip Skinner, of the
disorderly conduct charge aaginst
him.
Matthew Scott was arraigned on
the charge of stealing a watch and
revolver from Margart Bell of Twelfth
and Madison streets. The matter
was continued until today.
Charles Bates, colored, was fined
us and costs for abusing and curs-
ing Eliza McGinniss, negress.
Henry Hedges was fixed Po and
costs for getting drunk and raising a
racket at the union depot.
Pat Gorman was d:smissed of the
disorderly conduct charge against
him.
TWO LICENSES; ONE GIRT..
Aged Farmer Pitted Against Young
Suitor in the Race.
Ashland. Wis., Oct. 25.—A ro-
mance has developed in the town. of
Glidden which affects three persons,
two of whom will be wed, while the
third will go along. life's pathway
alone.
Several days ago William Schaef-
er, a young man of Glidden, ap-
peared at the county clerk's offiee
and secured a license to wed Miss
Myrtle Hillsinger, a winsome girl of
the same town.
It developed that he was not alonein Ms love for Miss Hillsinger when
F. T. Hennes, a wealthy old farmer
living near Glidden, asked for a li-
cense to wed the same young woman
It seems that Hannes asked for her
hand several months ago, but was not
given a definite answer and when he
found that another had secured a
marriage license he forthwith armedhimself likewise and will present hint
self before his sweetheart and defend
his cause. Meanwhile the prepara-
tions for Miss Hillsinger's wedding
to her younger suitor go merrily on
The young woman's aunt and sis-
ter are opposed to Mr. Hennes and.
according to her story, have kept himfrom seeing her. By -the laws of the
state persons holding marriage li-
censes can not wed for five days and
Mr. Mimes attempted to get the start
of the other suitor hv get•;ri.• see-
cial permit from Judge MeCeIly, le
waive the five days and allow the inst.-
riage to take pace at once. This
was refused him unless he obtain a
written letter front the a4r1 ask:ng for
the jermit.
PICKED A FEVER BLISTER
And Boyle County Woman Dies of
Blood Poisoning.
Danville. Ky., Oct 25.—Mrs. L. W.
Burton wife of wMksown farm-
er and stockman,.oicked a little fever
blister on her lip with a pin thrc:
days ago, blood poi,oning set in ,rid
she died, the best snedic41 aid proving
of no avail She is survived by her
husband and several 'small .chleren.
Mrs. Burton was about gs yners of
are, and a Christiatilady of fell
en cc.
Cornell is working in secret now
and will continue to .do so for two
ecke.
Great complaint has been made for
seseral weeks past regarding the care-
less manner in which the watchman
of the Eleventh and Broadway Ulm-
° s Central railroad gates looks after
his duties. He is going to get some-
body killed yet, and when this hap-
pens the watchman and also road of-
tic als will awaken to the fact that
the former is a menace at the cross-
ing rather than a protection.
The watchman has the penchant of
waiting until vehicles nearly get up-
on the ra lroad tracks, when he will
then warn the drivsrs to watch out
for the train, which is only a few feet
away. It is then nip and tuck for
the passerby to get out of danger and
he has to hustle to do it.
Yesterday a well known business
man was speeding out that way with
iss automobile, and on nearing the•
crossing he slacked his pace and
soadually rode up to within three
fret of the tracks. At this the
watchman yelled for him to watch
out as a train was coming and com-
menced lowering his gates. The auto-
n•obilist glanced down track and saw
tio in only about twenty feet away
an bearing down on him. Throwing
his lever back and giv ng the au-
tomobile full speed, the owner caus-
so the outfit to leap across the track
Just in tithe to escape a collision.
The si stchman should not wait un-
el the train is right at the crossing
until he warns approaching parties,
because many times people are driv-
ing quite fact, not sseing any dan-
s,— th-r-(or they do not
know of the coming train until nearly
up on the track and in harm's way.
Complaints from many sources
hsve come about the manner in which
this watchman handles his gates.
MYSTERIOUS CASE
Girl Who Was Threatened in Letters
Disappears.
Birmingham, Ma., Oct. vs.—Mrs.
J. H. Sidebottom reported to the po-
lice this morning the .mysterious dis-
appearance of her IS-year-old (laugh-
ter, Miss Fannie Fennell, from the
family home at sag North Twenty-
first street. Mrs. Sidebottom believes
that her daughter was chloroformed
and kidnapped between midnight and
5 o'clock this morning. She retired
as usual last night and an examina-
tion of her room early today showed
that she had slept in the bed and had
left her clothes undisturbed on a
than, but the girl ber.elf was miss
ing. The mother says an odor of chlo-
roform pervaded the room. Mrs.
Sidebottom and daughter visited in
Denver, Colo., last August and after
their return Miss Fennell. it is claim-
ed, began receiving letters from an
unidentified man who said he had
ssen her first out West and had fol-
lowed her to Birminefiam. The writ-
er professed his love and said he
nould kill her if he did not get her
'The letters have been turned over to
the police, who are working on the
case. It_ is said that a mysterious
'man in a hack visited the house twice
during last night and a gateman at
The union depot describes a young
woman much like Miss Fennell who
took the 5 o'clock train for Montgom-
ery this morning. The police arc
somewhat puzzled over The case.
It has been estimated that terres-
trial days are lengthening at the rate
of about half a second a century.
Capt. William Stone and Daughter
Have Been Summoned to Her
Bedside at Jackson, Miss.
The friends of the family—and they
are legion—will learn with much re-
gret that Mrs. Cornelia Woodyard
Stone, wife of former Congressman
W. J. Stone, is seriously if not crit-
ically ill at the home of her son-in-
law, S. J. Snook, the Jackason, Miss.,
banker. Capt. Stone and his daugh-
ter, Mrs. Ches. Young of Kettawa,
were hastily summoned to her bed-
side last week and other relativei
have been notified that her physicians
hold out little hope to her family of
her recovery. The typho-pneumo
with which she is suffering, is not
yielding to treatment, hence the
alarm
The illness of Mrs. Stone prevent-
ed Capt. Stone from attending the
agricultural convention here last
week. He was down for an address
but could not be present. Mrs. Stone
has numerous friends here who will
regret to receive information of her
condition. 
•
KENTUCKY SYNDICATE
AT HOPKINSVILLE
Unusual Interest In The Two That
Are to Meet There.
Hopkinville. Ky., Oct. 25—Un-
usual interest attaches to the meeting
here next week of two Kentucky syn-
ods. The delegates to one are from
the churches in the state which re-
fuse to recognize the union of the
Cumberland Presbyterian churcn
with the Northern Presbyterian
church, and this is called the "Ken-
tucky synod of the Cumberland Pre,-
byterian church." The other body, the cabinet—Mr Meyer who is to be
whose representatives are "Union- postmaster general. ar • Mr. Straits,
ists," is known as "The Synod of who is to be secretary of commerce
Kentucky 'A' of the Presbyterian and labor.
First of Hebrew Faith.
The appointment . MT Straus
caused considerable surprise. as it
the entente cordiale of the represen- will be the first case obeys- a titizen
tatives Is somewhat strained, consider of the Hebrew faith has been made a
able diplomacy is being exercised in member of the prepii'ent's cabinet.
providing homes. All delegates will He was born Decembe- 3o, tR5o. and
be entertained by the citizens during is well known as a menhant, diplomat
their stay here. • and author. He repress nted the Unit-
At Greenville, in October, Igoe. the ed States as minister to Turkey on
Cumberland Presbyterian %plod ad- two different occasion, and was ap-journed to mei•t in this city, October pointed hy President Roosevelt to
30. 19°6. at 7-30 p in. The "Loyal fill the 'waters:7y c Lusts! he the death
icts" will convene at that time in the former President Harrison as a
Cumberland Presbyterian church.' member of the permanent court of at-
with Rev. M M Smith of Bowling :Aeration at The Hague.
Green as moderator. Synod "A"— l
the "Unionists"—is called by T. N. v OHIO REPURLICANSWilliberns of Louisville, the stated
clerk, to meet at the same time pur-
suant to the atcion of the Gieenville
synod, in the First Presbyterian
church. because, as he- states. "the .
present pastor, sessitm and trustees of
the former Cumberland Presbyterian
church of Hopkinsville refuse to pr-
mit the synod to hold its sessions to
'Sat "swell" Rev. A. C Riddle, 1.2—
tor of the Cumherland " today:se:sr
Cluseh of thi: si.s. ha' is-os .1 a csot
to delegates, saying, "Pay no heed
to the cards and circulars sent out by
the Rev. T. N. Williams, or anyone
Ose, with the evident purpose of mis-
leading you"
The ' Unionists" .claim that in May,
too6, the Cumberland Presbyterian
and tiortist -n Presbyterian churches
were merged, and that there is .no
Cumberland Presbyterian church. The
“Irrioriists" decline to be hound hy
the serum of the joint general assem-
blies in ties:aring ere. churc'ics reunit-
ed.
The new rules have not served to
weaken the defense very perciptibly
sss,n
CHANGES IN
THE CABINET
PROSPECTIVE PROMOTIONS
AND RESIGNATIONS AN-
NOUNCED.
Oscar S. Straus Will Be Secretary
of Commerce and Labor—
Shaw Retires.
church of the United States of Amer-
ica." About ago delegates to the re-
spective synods are expected. As
Washington, Oct. 25.—The follow-
IIt  statement regarding the prospect-
ive changes in President Roosevelt's
cabinet has been made public at the
White House:
October 23, 1906—On the retire-
ment of Secretary Shaw and Attor-
ney General Moody from the cab-
inet the following changes will be
made:
Secretary of the Treasury—Hon.
George B. Cortelyou.
Postmaster General—Hon. George
Von I.. Meyer.
Attorney General—rion. Charles J.
Bonaparte.
Secretary of the Navy—Hon. Vic-
tor H. Metcalf.
Secretary of Commerce and Labor
—Hon Oscar S. Strauss.
The general understanding for some
time has been that Attorney General
Moody would retire on January t,
and that Secretary Shaw will follow
him March 4 next.
On the first day of the year, there-
fore. MT. Bonaparte, who is now sec-
retary of the navy, will succeed Mr.
Moody as attorney general, and he
will in turn he succeeded by Mr Met-
calf, the secretary of commerce and
labor. the latter's place being filled
by Mr Straits Mr. Cortelyou. now
postmaster general, will take Secre-
tary Shaw's place on March 4. at
which time Mr. Meyer is to become
post master ff en e r a I
Two New Men in Cabinet.
The announcement of :e prospect-
ive changes in the cabins • wa, made
following a protracted liinet meet-
ing, at which it is an' oetood the
*hole matter was con -lered fully.
The changes contempla:,• the intro-
duction of the two new members in
POCKETED MILLIONS
--
Johnstown. Pa.. Oct. 25.—At a po-
lit,,-11 meeting here State Treasurer
Iltory made the astounding satement
that when he took charge of the 
treas., • v from $4.000.000 to $6.000.octo
which should have been in the treat
ury were not turned over to him. He
says he Clinks the money is in the
nockets of certain prominent Repub-
:ican politicians and spill sue for its
recovery as soon as the books arc
brought up to date.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
e•mmaIII11.1
A rightl
made shoe
IS ONE YOU CAN PUT ON AND
ORGET.
YOU CANNOT FORGET A
SHOE THAT HURTS AT EVERY
STEP; OR A SHOE THAT
SPREADS ALL OUT OF SHAPE.
The Foster Shoe
FITS BECAUSE IT IS MADE ON A FOSTER LAST—NOT
ON THE "STANDARD" LAST USED BY MOST SHOE MAK-
ERS. ITS SHAPE IS PERMANENT, DUE TO THE GOOD
STOCK AND SKILLFUL SHOEMAKING. THE FOSTER
SHOE WEARS OUT, BUT IT WEARS OUT GRACEFULLY—
RETAINING ITS SHAPE TO THE LAST. SOLE ONLY BY
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BROADWAY
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER—THAT'S QUALITY."
Asheville. N. C.. —Missionary Con-
4e-enve Protestant P church.'
Dates ()coin.— aand and sod..
•e,06 ' • NT ovenso r cth toon
Nashville. Tenn —Southern conf-r-
ence of Immigration and Quarantine. .1
Dates of sale, Nov to, ti at.
No. Ina of the rath. too6.. Return
S-sit s i's, too". Ps•rsr.d tros rate.
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Ed D.Mannan
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st. Loins and Tennessee Dever Neb-
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGAATLANIA
KNOXVILLE aid FLORID"
n For the Round Tr* to Also to Asheville. kleaderseswille,$8.0u rooms.o rim& rotor pt-' sard Lake runaway filet Sfir11410
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Ind rest go. 'd tervier sorid tab'
good news, etc. Boats leave ea ••
Wednesday and Saturday a• 5 p er
For other informatioa apply to Ja-
Koger. superinters'oint: Frank
Brows. as e n'
Although man is born unto trouble
he has a great faculty for incruasing
his natural. store.—Baltimore Amen-
311
-1 missy other resent es the "Lea
.i the Sky" and beautiful -Sagghise
country of Wester's North Careless.
e !terms a 'mak skin ode, brosista
mate e, a.. •••1 Ise mosataia
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somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Paw Agent,
Lr • aset4.n. Kr.
I. Ii. HUNGERFORD, Dtst, Pass.
Agent, Louisvil;e, Ky.
S. B ALLEN. Amt. I(-yea Pats.
Atreet. St. Lou-. .
r COLE'S ORIGINAL HOT BLAST
ON., 1
Sows how Dwoleas Asts Otoms is issa-4Ia
asoasearsthot (Pasistsd)
DUST
Glie's Original Het Blast is the cleanest
stove ever placed oe-the market. Our me.hod
of removing ashes shown by cut No. 1, is per-
fectly clean and overcomes the many objections
to the ash pao used in other stoves. The elbow
draft casting with its upward slant allows Cie
empty ooalhod to be set under the draft so that
no ashesor coalscan be spilled on the floor. Our
patented Angles* ash cover shown by ithistratiott
is furnished free with Nos. 122, 152, 182 and
196 stoves. It keeess down every particle of dust
in removing ashes, a feature that -will be ap-
preciated by every tidy housekeeper.
Ash pans when used in other stoves are too small to
hold a full 24 boors' accumulation of ashes. They
are usually over-failed when removed, and the ashes
in the bottom of the stove are dragged out on to the
carpet, as shown by cut No. 2. You are all fan -
PROOF
iliar with the ash pan method, and have, no doubt,
gone through the process many times of spreading
a newspaper or cloth under your stove every time
the over-filled pan is removed.
The ash pan is not only dirty, but is a great evil
in stove construction. It adds a door and joints
which can be made only temporarily air-tight by
the use of stove putty. These joints open after a
few weeks' use, rendering ash pan moves worthless
as fire keepers, and makes them fuel-eaters rather
than fuel-savers. The ash pan and the shield for
guiding ashes into the pan, also prevent base heat.
Our method is the only dean way. The
whisk broom, turkey wing and dust disth
are dispensed with. There are no joints to
leak air, base heat is not retarded and Cole's Hot
Blast is the cleanest stove, the be* floor heater
and the only stove in the world which cnn be
guaranteed to remain always air-tight.
THE CLEAN STOVE
SMOKE PROOF
The feed door on this stove is guaranteed smoke
proof and does away with the escape of smoke, soot
and gas into the house. Side feed doors used on
other stoves discharge a cloud of gas and soot-lad-
ened smoke into the house and scatter soot and
ashes over the carpet when opened.
Another point: In feeding coal into a side feed
door it has to be thrown into the stove, which
usually results in scattering much of it over the
floor. With our cleanly smoke proof feed door
the coal is poured into the stove even to the dustin the bottom of the hod without a particle being
spilled on the floor.
This clean and economical stove burns the gases
which often escape into the rooms with other
stoves. The annoyance and dirt from kindling
new fires is dispensed with, as the rooms are heat-
ed up for two or three hours each morning with
the fuel pat in the night before and the Fire is
Never Out. COLE'S ORIGINAL HOT
BLAST Is the cleanest stove made and will more
than save its cost in feel each winter.
'4!1412!!!MleiPlIta.V.i'
f. ,,....."........... ...:r:i.j. /„//
N
111.
-••Ai r
Fe" .
'
Cut No. 2
shows the dirty seb pan mettle&
F. N. GARDNER, JR. CP., Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges.
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14' OMAN SUFFRAGISTS IN EUROPE
AND AMERICA
tendon, Oct. 25.—Ten women suf-
for r • org within the pr.-cows of the
a police court today and bound over
such a commonplace outcome of the
suffragists, who apparently desired to
dog committed to jail, and when the
Rreat uproar broke out.in the court,
to be removed by Lune. -Some of
the crowds waiting outside the build
fragists, who were arrested yesterday
house of commons, were arraigned in
to keep the peace for six months.
affair did not meet the views of the
assume the roles of martyrs by be-
magistrate -annoraced his decision a
room, and ultirnatety the women had
them were literally thrown out among
mg.
'WOMEN STORM PARLIAMENT WOMEN VOTERS SCORE
IN LONDON. CHICAGO.its
'London, Oct. 25.—One hundred
A‘ume.i, advocates of female suffrage,
stormed the house of sommems at the
opening of parliament yesterday and
refu ed to desist from their noisy
idcmonstration even after they had
.1110een ejected by the police.
Despite the protests of the officers
the women managed to find their way
• into the outer lobby of the hoose with
the intention of buttonholing mem-
co parliameilt. '!any of the en-
30'ibusiasts mounted chairs and began
to loiranv members who were near
and when the police attempted to
eject them one by one some of the
iwo.v.en chine to -a;'int-s and offered
atrennuus resistance.
The hysterical shouting and
scrraminv brought crowds into the
lobby and during the excitement a
small band of women attempted to
break into the house itself. Charging
toward the entrance of the inner lob-
'by, they a•:empted to rlimb over or
to crawl under the barrier They
Were ejected. however, by the officers,
while shouts of "We will have votes?"
and "You cowardly men dare not give
els justice!" resounded throughout the
balls
't
The police were forced to carry
ut several of the women bodily and
he nruggling and shouting suffragists
• mere all ultimately deposited in Pal
ace yard. where for some time they
tontinued their vehement protests.
Leaders of Women Arrested.
'A procession of house of commons
attendants followed the women, bear-
ing hats, cloaks and fragments of
millinery and finery dropped during
the scuffle So noisily demonstrative
were the leading suffragists that after
they had been expelled from the
house eight were arrested, among
them being the well known leaders
Of the movement, Miss Kennedy and
kiss Billington
' f d The reassemblying of parliament
Ilrew large crowds to Westminster
Bespite the fact that the opening oi
the sessions was devoid of sumptu-
ous ceremony or the appearace of
royalty. as this was merely a teitimp-
*km of the business of the preceding
' session. The members showed their
Usual eagerness to gain advantageous
positions in the house, ten putting in
an appearance as the clock struck
rnidnight in order to secure first
choice of seats.
The formal opening of the house of
commons occurred yesterday after-
noon an hour before the opening of
the house of lords, thus giving the
public an opportunity to witness the
hmemblying of both bodies. Ambas-
sador Reid, accompanied by Craig
Wadsworth, second secretary of the
(American embassy, occupied a seat
In the diplomatic gallery of the house
of commons with the French, Rus-
sian. Spanish and other ambassadors
and ministers. The public galleries
were overflowing with visitors For-
item Premier Balfour was unexpected-
4y present and received a hearty gret-
Ing from th opposition members
6
TO SEE IF RAILDOADS
IN
Chicago, Oct. as.—Socialism and
if CC leve Co:
extension of the suffrage to women
was the cry of alarm raised before
the committee on municipal elections
of the charter convention by the wo-
men anti-suffragists. These charges,
contained in a written petition from
the Illinois Association of Women
opposed to the extension of the suff-
t. evoked a storm of protest from
the leaders of the suffragists who‘
thronged the committee room.
The petition, becoming more vio-
lent in its language as it proceeded,
presently denounced the University
of Chicago as the fountain head of
socialistic and free love propaganda.
Thi• brouoht Prof. Graloren Tavlo-,
Mrs. Henrotin and Miss Addsoss to
their feet, who indignantly insisted
that the petition be thrown out as
utterly irrevelant. The motion was
carried without a dissentient. Only
one member of the anti-suffragist
party, Miss Mary P Green. had the
temerity to be present, and she bent
beneath the storm and was silent.
Unjust to Women.
In the opening clauses of the peti-
tion it was stated as the belief of the
signers that the extension of the suf-
frage would be unjust to the women
' uncalled for by public opinion, a
menace to the best interests of our
social and domestic life and to the
civil and political power of the com-
munity "
After declaring that one of the es-
sential features of the socialistic prop-
aganda is the extension of the fran- science, and while the men who com-chise to women the petition contin-
ues: "Any economic scheme which
puts woman upon a utilitarian equal-
ity with men and makes her his com-
petitor in the market places of the
world, to the destruction of her value
as a home-maker, which deprives her
of that virtue which alone fits her
for the inestimably important and
holy duties of motherhood by abro-
gating marriage and 'nem:raging pro-
miscuous relations between men and
women, must expect that this fact
will be taken into account in the
world's judgment of it."
Chicago College Denounced.
?Airtime Gorkey and his apologists
having been denounced at some
length, the University of Chicago was controls the great diamond mines ofbrought before the bar and held up I Kimberley and the Rand. Immediate-to contumely and condemnation as an I ly an association was formed, corn-evidence of the depraving nature of posed, it is said, of such prominentsocialism. In this respect Prof. men as Sir Alexander Muir Macken-Zueblin's article on "The Adventitious tie, Lord Aberdare, the Marquis ofCharacter of Women," which ap- Tweeddale, Prince F. Duleep Singh,pi•ared in the American Journal
of Sociology, was quoted. In that
article, which excited such widespread
comment at the time of its appear-
ance. Prof. Zueblin declared that
there were thousands of women lead-
ing irregular lives in our large cities
who afterward returned to their na-
tive communities or drifted farther
apart, "to be married and make good
wives, uncommonly good wives, some
of them, because they have had their According to many labor leadersfling." and economists, workers today areLanguage such as this, the petition better paid by from to to eo per cent,states, "can hardly be accounted for and in some cases almost as highexcept by the supposition that the as 7o per cent, than two decades ago.OWN COAL LANDS
Interstate Commerce Commission in
Session at Louisville.
Louisville, Oct. ns.—The Interstate
Commerce Commission convened at
no:3o o'clock this morning in the
Federal Court room here to continue
the inquiry begun at Knoxville.
Judson C. Clements and James E.
• kIllarlan, a son of Justice John Har-
are present.
Mr. C. C. McChord, of the Ken-
tucky Railroad Commission is pres-
ent by invitation of the commission-
ers to examine witnesses. The com-
• mission will seek to determine, if the
railroads of Kentucky are interested
in coal or oil lands of Kentucky and
veal also inquire into a reported scar-
city of freight cars to haul products
of mines.
The inquiry is one of the greatest
importance to the people of Louisville
and Kentucky, in view of the present
advance' in the price of coal, and the
.14 indications that there is a community
• cof interests among those concerned
• in the sale of coal.
Twelve viitnesses have been sum•
rsoned. Among them are Mr. W.
W. Thompson, of the real estate dc.
parttnent of the Louisville & Nash-
ville railroad and Mr. J. H. Ellis.
the treasurer of the road.
Col. H. L, Stone, chief attorney for
the L. & Is present ft.represtn
the road.
Attorney W 0. Davis, of Versailles
Is present to assist Mr. McCord in
the examination of witnesses,
WriEls E DID YOU BO r
YOUR PIANO?
at
Baldwin's
Trey Make Thrm
W. T. Miler.
Selected This
e and His Prqther Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
A SAILOR'S
Willi YARN
OF UNKNOWN ISLAND WHERE
DIAMONDS ARE
PLENTIFUL.
Leads to Pitting Out of Expedition to
Search for the Treas-
ure.
London, Oct. as.—All England is
eagerly awaiting news of the steam-
ship Xema, which is searching the
seas somewhere off the west coast of
Africa for an uncharted island where
diamonds may be picked up on the
beach, if a story told by a sailor is
true.
While the Xema is a big, new
steamship, fitted with all the mechan-
ical devices known to shipping and
mand her and compose her crew are
everyday sailors, with probably no
more of the dreamer in their make-
up than any other seafarers, never-
theless the entire expedition seems as
romantic as if it were two centuries
before the present day. Its pros-
pectus reads more like one which
Ponce de Leon might have issued
when he set out to find the fountain
of eternal youth than that of a hard
headed, profit-seeking venture of this
century.
The report of this island of fabu-
lous wealth is said to have come from
a Welsh sailor who was stranded onit and through whom it was reportedto the De Beers syndicate, which
Admiral Sir Berkely Milne and Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle.
The sailor's story was investigated
as fully as possible in England. and
so convinced were these men thatthey chartered the Xema and placedher in command of Capt. Grey, who
was instructed to find the unchartedisland and to seek out the deposits ofdiamonds .
writer is in active sympathy with
socialistic views concerning the eman-
cipation of women. The wonder
grows when we consider that the ar-
ticle is published under the imprint
of the university."
Summing up its argument, the pe-
tition concludes: "We ask that you
will remember your mothers, your
wives, your daughters, the women
of your homes, and by your action
protect them and all good women
from a forced participation in the
outdoor life of political strife and
contention, whose atmosphere would
tend so surely to reduce them so
surely to the coarse and materialistic
level of the socialistic conception of
womanhood." The petition was sign-
ed by Caroline F. Corbin, president of
the Anti-Suffreage association.
Prof. Taylor Talks.
When that portion of the petition
attaching the University of Chicago
was reached the motion was put by
Parof. Graham Taylor to discontinue
the reading as irrelevant and carried.
Subsequently Prof. Taylor moved for
a reconsideration, as he stated thathe had read the concluding para-
graphs, which contained no objec-
tionable features and he did not wish
to go on record as endeavoring to
suppress any of the arguments of
either side. This motion was also
carried, no one opposing, and the
•-eading of the petition was conclud-
ed.
711e
-ease for the opposition being
-elinied with the exception of a few
words by Miss Green, the solitary
anti
-suffragist present, the leaders of
the suffragist host took the floor andfor two hours pleaded their cause.
Their hohrs are shorter, and it is as-
serted thew are better fed, better
clothed and better housed: that their
environment is happier and that theyhave more leisure to enjoy the ben-
efits of all refining influences.
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM LIMNERS
WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone WO
Miss Addams and Mrs. Henrotin, as
the generals of the day, led the van.
Miss Addams to the Front
Miss Addams approached the sub-
ject from her favorite standpoint of
"Municipal Housekeeping." maintain-
ing that there were many departments
of the civic government which would
be much better controlled by women,
such as street cleaning, departments
which entered more nearly into the
feminine than the masculine. Mrs.
Henrotin contented herself with a
few general remarks and then pro-
ceeded to introduce the various
speakers, each of whom represented
some body of women, with the ex-
ception of Ms Alice Henry of Au-
stralia, who outlined briefly the ex-
tension of the suffrage in her native
country and in New Zealand.
Mrs. Katherine Waugh McCulloch
presented to the committee a number
of letters from the mayors of the prin-
cipal cities in Kansas. Wyoming.
Utah, Colorado and Idaho, the five
states having female suffrage, in or-
der to ascertain what had been the
effect of the extension of the suffrage
to *omen in their municipalities, es-
peciilly in regard to the influence ex-
erted by immoral women and the
effect on the class of men who were
returned to office. The answers were
in almost all instances favorable to
the cause of the suffragists.
.26MOMM
EDGAR W. WHITTEMOREi
REAL EFTATE AGENCY
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11:11IiinICXY KEAL. )0LkiitNAI. Isms rati‘t 54.11
PUB TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :T.
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Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DiNTIST.
Graduate from Alfortville Veterinary school (Paris, France) alsoOntario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter member ofthe Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scientifically with thelatest improved instruments and up to date treatment all diseases ofI domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY
Offices Thompson Transfer B •th 'phones 337.
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THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS 1-1 ONEST
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
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INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOU
General Insurance Agency
Oft* 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 4%
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of richness
Ind delicious to the housewife
-) has a ready used -ordinary"
spices. Qui: spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength.
aroma and floe levers wide&
nature slone can give. Use
them in yo or canning pickling
and preserving.
1 J. IL IlehlschlatverDRUGGISTSIXTH AND BROADWAY
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L A. Lagoulars
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AD
=TURN. condiment paniage Sigas:
Unlimited ticket %As steals ma
berth webbed.
4.
1101IND TRIP TO CAIRO. pets
of five or over Sa.gs each, wiliest
melds; &las with amain.
Good music on all the Wain For
twther particulars so*
- S. A. POW KR, Oen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pegs
Agent. Phone ts.
The United Kingdom measures
rat," square miles; the British
pire covers II,9013.3711 square miles.
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FIRE INSURANCE
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For Sale:
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a so Horse Power Motor.
I see Light Dynamo.
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The Water Contract.
We are very glad indeed that one
of the corporation newspapers has
brought up the subject of the pro-
posed contract with the water com-
pany for fire hydrants, for discus-
sion. It is a question upon which
the citizens of Paducah should be-
stow some thought so as to enable
them to act intelligently when it that body comes forward with a pro-
comes to preparing their ballots on I pesition that tics the city hand and
election day. Each and every voter i foot for eighteen years, unless it pays
should be prepared to vote for or toe Paducah Water Company its own
a price for its plant. It may be sa dagainst the contract by stamping
ci oss mark in the square opposite the that the franchise fixes the method
to arrive at the price, Yes it doesword "Yes" or "No." The proposed
tc ctract is published, at the cost of but ten years ago a valuation of $too -
the city. in each -if the local daily ,C0C. over and above the price to be
ncwspapers, and speaks for itself. as ruled by the franchise, was placed on
hr as it goes. But there are some the plant, and the city was flim flaw-
fe2tures about the proposition that are med out of buying it.
not covered in the contract and If the Register is not dealing'
which to our mind is most serious facts, we insist that the advocates
an therefore, very important for the contract po:nt out where we err.A 
every voter to consider and carefully
weigh before he casts a vote in favor
of the measure. The wording of the
contract is most skillful, and the ar-
guments put forth in its favor are
es asive. Consequently, each voter
should analyze the document weigh
the arguments and determine for him-
self•whether or not it is to the best
interests of the city and its inhabi-
tants to eater into such a contract.
The Register proposes to be frank
and free In pointing out what it con-
siders to be objections to the con-
tract, and at the same time to show
up the attempts of those in favor of
the contract to mislead the people.
In the first place the joint Water
and Light Committee in submitting
the contract tq the general council
and to the pe4le, in the very first
paragraph of the.r report declares
"It was *unbent upon the general
council to negotiate for such service
covering the remaining period whicn
the franchise, of the water company
still has to run, to-wit: eighteen
years."'
We submit
for who would vote for the city to'eternative is to make a newt -eon- eiser this question, "Would you
_esne, a a plant of its own when the
water company has the fire hydrant
contract for eighteen years to come--
it would ,be sheer folly for the city
to even think of installing another
plant hke they have done at Owens-
boro, Ky., and Mobile Ala.
The present general council well
knows that the people of Paducah
art- in favor of the city owning its
own plant, but certain members are
determined that the city shall not do
so, and they are using their every
effort in behalf of the corporations
If the general council was looking
intelligent man that this is not true.'
It takes two parties to make a con- t
tract and the city is just as much a!
factor in this col tract making as the:
water company. But right here The
Register avers that the interest of the '
city was not considered, but a delib-
erate step was taken to effectually i
prevent the city from installing a
water plant of its own and to place
it at the mercy of the Padtmah Water
Company by leasing the gnly avenue
open to the municipal ownership of a
water plant, to be, the perchase.of
the plant now here, and by reason
of this contract, if ratified by the vot-
ers, to enable the water company to
get a much better price from the
city for its plant should the city ever
vote to own a water plant. The Reg-
ister -has always been in favor of the
city owning the water plant provid-
ed, it could be purchased under the
terms of the fran.chise. and to our
mind -the voting of this contract ma-
terialli increases the value of the
plant, and would put the city in the
astiritite i of. buying its own contract
%should. - it buy the plant.
• Ten years ago the city attempted to
buy the plant, but a price of $l00000
in excess .of its value as determin-
ed Isyrthe, terms. of the franchise, was
pieced upon it by tw000f the arbitra-
tors, and the city thereby prevented
from tuying..it• At any rate the vot-
ing of this contract shuts the city
out of ever building its own plant,
•
after the interests of the people
whom they are supposed to represent.
why did they not, in considering a
renewal of the contract, insist that it
be for two years only, at the end of
which time the city has the right to
exercise its option to buy the present
plant? Is that not a fair proposition?
In the meantime the question cf own-
ing or installing a water plant could
have been submitted to the people
and if carried_ as it surely would
tl•e city, if it could not buy the pres
eat plant as set forth in the fran-
cl•ise, could then build its own plant
and supply its own fire hydrants, for
which it is new paying the water
ccmpany $12,675.00 per year. We
contend that such action as we sug-
gest on the part of the general coun-
cil would have safeguarded the in.
tcrests of the people, but instead,
• • •
As to the loose manner in
;n
of
which
the committee represented the city,
contract, butit is stated in the report that the rates
to pay the oldoffered by the company are less than
that at this time theythose charged in in cities but the
and while the compitify-'hascommittee is frank enough to say,
"The rates referred to were stab- 
1;7 cities that pay 4 rate, we
as..ert that if the general council, willrutted by the local water company
tract or to discontinue the service.
Hove you noticed how skillfully that
paragraph is ch•awn? On first read-
ing one is apt to construe
mean "Ratify this contract or the
service will be discontinued." No, it
won't. Only last month in a
case from Madisonville, Ky., the
et:art of appeals of this state decided
that as water and light are essential
te municipal life, neither the city or
the company can cut off the ser-
vice. It is needless to discuss that
feature of the case any further. The
state has decidedhighest court in the
that point.
As to the o rates standing until a
new contract is made, the committee
misleads the public, but we do not
say intentionally, for it seems to
have been so indiferent about some
important matters in the negotiations
that we can put its declaration that
the old rates stand, down to, ignor-
ance of the "franchise. Under the
franchise the contract for fire plugs
or hydrants, is for twenty years, and
that twenty years ha, about expired
and the old contract expires with it—
in other words becomes null and void.
No provision whatever exists in the
franchise for the old rates to prevail
until a new contract is made. The
contract is out . and the old rates
cease, which means that a new rate
must be made, and the city has the
right to a voice in making the rate.
There is nothing whatever in the
franchise to compel the city to renew
the contract for one year, ten years
Cr eighteen years. The company .s
obligated to furnish the Oty of Pa-
ducah and its inhabitants water for
the period of forty years and the
company cannot escape that oblige-
t on. If the city desires to enter into
a contract for one year only, or twe
vote for the city to erect its own
water works if a contract is made
with the Paducah Water Company
it to for fire hydrants for :text eigh-
teen years? That's a I question;
end we will glve Mayor Yeiser all:
the space he desires in The Register
in which to answer it or point out why
this contract should be ratified. Since
the mayor is for municipal owner-
ship and having served the city as
mayor for five terms and therefore,
should be thoroughly posted,, will he
kindly explain why the contAct was
not drawn for two years only, at
the end of which time the city has
the option to purchase the plain? If
the water .company can afford to fur-
nish water for fire hydrants for the
next two years on an eighteen year
contract would it cost any more for
them to supply the water for that
lenght of time on a two year con
tract? No it would not. The eigh-
teen year contract is but for the pur-
pose of tying the city up for thit
length of time and those who really
believe in municipal ownership will
sole against it. While engaged in
asking our worthy mayor a few ques-
thens, we will also ask why, when two
of the appraisers, ten years ago, ad-
tions with the city to buy the plant,
as the value of its franchise, which 'a
specifically prohibitedsin any negotia-
vons with the cit yto buy the plant
into the
years, or five years. the company must
furnish the water, at price mutually
agreed. upon and not to exceed the
rates named in the franchise. If Pa-
ducah is to own its own plant :t
would be far better
Fay the old rates for
longer, thee to ratify
for the city to
a year or two
the proposed
the city does not have
rates for the reason
are excessive,
selected
and this committre assumes only dy its duty :lad investigate the
figures are correct." We do not mean 
that the
onoter thoroughly will f nd hun
U question the figures submitted by 
'-
Creels of cid** that pay much fes
the water company, but we ask f 
s
.
than, $..io per fire hydrant. the year.
the men on that committee in making The question of munic pal ownership
contracts for themselves leave it to
the other side entirely to furnish fig-
ures? Is not that rather a slip shod ,
way of transacting business for
city of 3o,000 people and where thous
ands of dollars are involved? In all
candor and sincere). we ask if such
methods' are good business methods?
1 he 'last federal cenaus of the Unoed
States gives &a.s Otis containing over 
it safe tos.000 inhabitants, and as-
sume that at
water works
the Paducah
to every fairminded and figures from
least Poo of them have
yet out of that number
Water Company selects
127 cites, and common
sense would indicate that they were
koking out ,for their interests and
selected the cities where high rates
prevail. Why did not the city call for
the rates charged in the entre Soo
rit'e' The-etc etatistics a-e inbootc
form and can be obtained, but no, the
committee "assumed"'thast the figures
are correct, and no doubt presume
that the voters will accept their re-
port and ratify it. The Register is
simply submriting some common
sense and prudent business sugges-
tions to the citizens of Paducah, and
we do not ask any man to accept
what we say, but to consider the
suggestions we lay. before him and
'form his own conclus:ons. We are
interested in seeing the people of Pa
ducah get every consideration due
them, and to do that which is beat
fer all of the people. We have no
quarrel with the Paducah Water
Company, they are out to do the best
they can, and by the same token the
people of Paducah should see to it
that in voting they look after their
own interests. It is as ;much each
individual's business to figure on this
preposition, as it is where he is con-
.tthcting for a house or a stock of
I goods.
. .
.••
The committee further asserts that
tietil a new contract is 'entered -into
X% ith the water company that the city
must pay the old rates and the only
•
.s a live issue in Paducah and the
general council should have submit-
ted that question to the vow's. If
it was defeated that "would settle it
for the present at least. If It carrisd
then the city could ha % e taken steps
ti buy the plant or huile .: s own. The,
city belongs to the people and not to
tl e corporations and their tools in
the general council, and the people
Ihave a right to be heard on %hie einest•on, and since five men in the gen-
eral council insolently refuse to let
the people be heard. every voter who
would resent that outrage should vote
against the proposed contract.
* • *
One of the corporation newspapers
states. that there is nothing in the
7 77 t.:-.7.'7t to the city herrn
erecting its own water works. That is
what we call flim flamming the peo-
ple Of course it does not proh bit '
the city from srecting its own plant.'
tut who would want the city to own'
a plant when another company held
the contract for the fire har..drants?
The voting of the proposed contract
simply means that th.. city must buy
the plant now here or
opt..
The Sun quotes Mayor Yeiser on
the question, and as 'assum cc" is in
order, we assume that he is correctly
quoted. According to the interview
the mayor favors the proposed con-
tract and says that if the contrazt
preygoted the city from owning its
own water works he sec uld oppose it.
We wish to ask Mayor Yeiser what
would the city of Paducah want with
its own water works if the Paducah
V. ater Company had an eighteen year
crntract for the fire hydrants? An-
swer that question please, and also
tell the people whether or not the
awing of that contract does Mat mor-
ally preclude the city from erecting its
oun plant? The mayor says • he is
for the city toWning its own _plant;
vile 'the Itigisier, will ask . ayr
never own
•
did he not force the matter
courts and compet the Paducah
Water Company to sell the plant t
the city on the terms and conditions
laid down in the franchise? While the
mayor may have favored that coarse
r.t that time Icarried
out and he was the chief eeccutive of
the city to %twin the peop'e look to
Iassert their rights in such matters..
merely as i the citi-
yet it was not
The Register
zens to look at the niopos' .on that rs
uow up for their approval, and to say
that any man who is in revor of the
city owning a water ph. t makes a
mistake in voting to rat y the con-
tract recommended by t • committee
composed of Aldermen I •Imer, Hub-
bard and Bell and Councilmen Wil
Benison, Barnett and Katterjului. The
tl.ree aldermen are of the five who
reused to let the people %rite on own
leg a water and light plant, and they
ate the men who wo:kef: so valiantly
host February to have t! e city's ligat
'iphint abandoned and to make a con-
!tract for street lie'v:Itg with the Pa-
(mesh Light and r Company
I These men are supposed to represent
the people and the•r records are just
what they have m; de them. They are
;strictly against :in c:pal ownership,
and by Limir acts have shown that
they are opposed to permitting the
peon!.- of this chy to tlxcrcise the con-
si:tut'onal right to he heard on ques-
;ions that r.fiLet the rtib:ic.
The traction companies of Chicago
received a jolt when the supreme
court of Illinois upheld the right of
that city to regulate 4 ordinance the
somber of cars to be treerated and to
prevent overcrowding. The country
is awakening to the fa:t that where
a public utility compano becomes ar-
bitrary or refuses to sibmit to rea-
sonable regulation that all the people
hay to do is to go into the courts and
force the corporations to perform ill •
duties they owe to the pnblic. Here
in Paducah the bornbasto attorney,
of the corporations end their news
paper organs, would hay, the people
t. believe that those cencerns rnitt
never be molested and that nothing
niust be den ed them. In every fight
'n Chicago the city has been victor-
ious over the corporatons, but here
in Paducah the average public of-
ficial seems afraid to stand up her
the rights of the people.
/
The little city of Murray is tia
thee a vote on issuing bonds for a
water and light plant, a committee
of leading citizens went to Paris,
Tenn., to inspect the plants there and
to learn of that city's experience
with municipal ownersh p. The com•
mittee was convinced that Paris de-
rives a handsome revenue from 'ts
utilities, over and above all expenses.
In Paducah, however, five republican
aldermen insolently reuse to, -even
give the people the ght to vote on
the question.
Misses Helen and Myrtle
are visiting in S. :Louis;
Decker
gee!. e
THE OVEN I BAKE IN MUST
BE ABSOLUTELY SANITARY,
THEREFORE I USE A BUCK'S
RANGE • • • • • •„,.•• • •• • • • •
S R, THE COOK
BUCK'S STOVES AND RANGES
ARE SOLD ONLY BY US IN THE
CITY LET SHOW YOU
THEIR SUPERIO.t . S. WE
WILL SE AlbCior. ON LHITY
DAYS' FREE cRIAL. THIS
OFFER IS GOOLJ 4.4...Y UNTIL
TUESDAY. 0Cf.
112-114-116 NORTH FOUR
341111Mi5fW1ake-liw
Watch
o
-
DIICAIL•NY.
'IrIF1111.11111.1111111
06 •
WARRANTED JEWELRY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN ST0(
EDISON AND VICTOR PHOsTEGRAPHS AND A GENER-
AL SUPPLY 0" MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, WM. PAY YOU TO CALL
AND SEE OTIR STOCK.
WARR--El'q - 6 tRREN
_
1EV.'ELER/1 AN.. OPTICIANS
417 Broadway.
••• wommommummommi
DR. J. D. Sittl. .. et 1-.:-IdUr'.h
Anti-License Pro^,niticrt Candidata
for Congress..
TIM way to khl en
evil is Is shoot It to
death with your vote.
The wa to prose...,
ate an cv:: is to rzeu-
iiite, restrict and pro-
tect It With your vote
IF YOU WANT ?RE TRAFFIC DESTROYED
WANT YOUR VOTE.
11•1111=11111111111111111 
SMALL PAY FOR CLAIMS SELF-DEFENSE.
THEIR TROUBLE.
Six Masked Men Blow Open Safe
and Gag Three Men At
Goshen, Ind.
Goshen, Ind., Oct. 25.—Six masked
men blew open the eafe of the Ship-
,hewana Bank yesterday after tieing
mid gagging three men in a livery
stable next to the bank building. A
small amount of money was secured,
as their efforts to blow the inner safe
wete unsuccessful. The men made '
their escape on a hand-car.
1
Man Charged With Killing a Livery-
man Surrenders.
Owingsville, Ky., Oct.. 25—Cleve-
land Pergram, who is charged with
having killed T. J. Jones, the livery-
ii,an at Olympia Station, Saturday af-
ternoon, surrendered to Deputy She.e.
iff Crooks this morning and was
brought to town ald placed -in Vitt
lie claims sell-defense.
Mr. LeRoy Lightfoot; of deader-,
. I son arrived here yesterday.
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BROUGHT SUIT TO BEGIN FIRST
SEU. PROPERTY STREET SEWERS
ADELIA GILBERT AND OTHERS
SUED J. N. GILBERT
AND OTHERS.
The Estey Company Sued C. J Kt*
fi-r Balance Due on finiS Account
— 
Greek Still in Jail..
Adelie F. Gilbert and others yes-
terday filed a friendly suit, in the cir-
cuit court against J. M. Gilt and
others, requesting the court to have
propesty at Tenth and Broadway solil
so that the money can be divided be
tween the heirs of the late A G. Gil-
bert who owned the property before
death.
---
Sued on Note Balance.
The Estey company filed suit
against C. J. Kopf for Stso.49 baL-
ance claimed due upon an account of
$225.25 incurred by defendant buying
a piano from plaintiff.
Still in Jell.
Will Greek is still in the county
jail, having failed yesterday to make
arrangements to pay off the Szata of
fines and costs assessed against him
for selling intoxicants without a
license at his refreshment stand just
outside the main entrance to Wallace
park. When locked up Wednesday
be anticipated arranging for payment
of the assessments yesterday, but not
having done so, still languishes in
his cell The fines arc tho.e assesseJ
by Judge Lightfoot in the county
• court, and Justice Emery in the mag-
isterial tribunal.
•
e #
Miss Mery Belle Taylor of Frank-
fort arrived last evening to visit Miss
Rubye Corbett and Faith Langstaff.
She is one of the Corbett-Thompson
wedding attendants.
- -- -
Mrs. Nick Schmidtt of South Third
it visiting in Hill City, Kansas.
_ •
CONTRACTOR'S MEN WILL
START THEM WITHIN
NEXT DAY OR TWO.
Railroad Will Have to Move Tracks
to East Side of First From
Broadway to Washington.
he workmen for the Memphis
Asphalt and Paving company expect
to commence digging up First street
tomorrow or next day for the storm
water sewerage that will go down un-
der both sides of the thoroughfare
from Broadway to Washington street,
before the concrete sidewalks are
laid on each side, and the street paved
with brick from the curb on the west
side, out to center of the street. This
company has the sewer, pavement
portion of the storm mains that go
under Washington from First to
Third streets.
At present the Illinois Central ail-
road tracks for the "river front"
branch, runs down the center of First
street, but they will have to be
moved over to the east side of the
street, so as to be removed from
the brick portion of the thoroughfare
chat extends from west side curb to
middle of highway. The board of
works has ordered the I. C. to move
its tracks over to side from the cen-
ter, but they will not be compelled
to do this until the contractor has
finished the storm sewers that go
down where the sidewalks will go on
each side. The railroad workmen
would be in the way of the storm
sewer men, if the former undertook
their track removal before the
sewer forces had finished. The tracks
have to be moved over to the east
side all the way from Broadway
nearly to Washington, when they
swerve back slightly towards the
middle, which is necessary in getting
around First at Washington, over to-
wards Second
JUDGE HAS OUT IDERS COT
MADE DECISION W. DOING LICENSE
I.ENDERS HIS OPINION TODAY JUDGE LIGHTFOOT MARRIED
UPON THE ARTHUR JONES BOTH OCUPLES YESTER-
CASE. DAY.
'The Decision Will Settle Whether or Dtputies Still Copying Registration
Not Frames of This Kind Are Books in County Ciorit's
Prohibited by Law. Office.
Judge Edward Puryear will today
arnounce his decisioa in the case of
Arthur Jones. the fish dealer who
bu:lt the small frani:! box lace strut-
tore around his fish bench under the
shed at end of the esclosed portios
of the city market. The judge has
thoroughly investigated the law and
was ready to render his decision yes-
terday, but as the attorneys in the
case could not be at the court during
session, he held the tn.atter over un-
til today in order that they could lat
present.
Qu te an important pont hinges on
the decision as there is in force a law
stipulating that in the business por-
tion of the city, or within the "fire
limits'', no csharacter of frame build-
4 it.g or structure can be erected. This
lass was enacted so that as fast •is
frame buildings down town deteriorat
eekonto disuse they would have to be
trrn deem and replaced with brick circled with him yesterday, it being
ones. Frame buildings are dengerousi.onc wherein Victoria Carroll transfer-
rer) to George W. Smith for $2,5o0,
peoperty lying on thc Symsonia road
out in the county.
from the standpoint of fires, acting
as a better feeder to the fire fiend
tlizot brisk houses. This law's ob-
ject is to ultimately rid the commer-
cial district of frame structures.
Whrn Jones was rented a bench at
:the market by the board of public
•works he was given perm:salon to
put a small box-like frame affair
atound the bench in order to ward
off the cold blasts of w:nd during the
winter. Before giving this permis-
sion the board submitted a drawing of
the frame affair to Insurance Cool,'
missioner C. C. Rose. who approved
it,. pronouncing it. devoid of danger
and not being the cause of any in-
cleass of the fire insurance rates on
the iharket or surrounding buildings.
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
•paitme nt claims the afair has ao
fight 13 go up down in the business
parr Ol town, as it comes within the
prov stoos of the law prohibiting
frame structures. To have the point
settled a warrant was gotten out
against Jones so Judge Puyear could
pass (in utile matter, h. being egripow
ered to de6de whether or not the fire
limit law included affairs of this na-
ture.
—Yesterday morning "Gyp" the
highly trained dos belonging to In-
spector Gus Buckle of the 1: C., car
service, died Someone poisoned the
canine Wednesday night at Mr --
Budde's home in too South Twelfth' Mrs. Cliarlss Miss 'use
street. The dog Was. very valuab!e r'svis aisd Misses Helen and -Vitra-
Miss Magdelina Schczbah and Mr.
William Paul Stefle, of Bellevillt,
Ill., came here yesterday and procur-
irk: a marriage license from the
county clerk were united by Judge
I.ightfoot at the cousty courthouse
The young lady WAS 17 years oid
one groom n years.
Mrs. Sidney Arteberry and Mr.
Andrew J. Livesay. of Franklin
county, Ill., came here and got a
license yesterday also. The judge
married this couple too. This is the
sscond marriage for br de who is 55
years of age, and third for the
gos,ui who is sixty three years.
Another license issued by the clerk
yesterday was to James Lee, aged
:0 of Masesac. and Ida Sherron aged
2t of Lone Oak,
One Deed Recorded.
The clerk had only one deed re-
Finish Registration.
Ay next week the deputies in
C runty Clerk Smedley's office will
have completed copying the registra-
tion books used at the different pre-
circts during the regular and sup-
p!smental reg:stration There are
about 3000 names, addressys and
sslitics to be copied, and it is quite
a lengthy undertaking.
GOOD CAUSE.
Home of the Friendless Has Charge
— of Cooking and Baking Today.
To no better cause could the pub-
lic accord patronage than to help the
women of the Horne of the Friendless
net a large sum today at their cook-
ing and baking in Rhodes-Burford's
establishment on North Fourth street.
Tc.day's receipts are given over to
this Pad most conithendable
institution, with the lady managers in
charge of the cooking. They will
serve a regular, -sirs classw dinner
whie in addition oysters wfli be serv-
et; in any style desired. The lades
will have on unlimited quantity and
cordially Invite everybody \ to-.cosite
and take dinner with them:
,
and trained to carry packages, go er-
rands, etc. .4,0
sop.
Davis,
AWN
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
BUY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS LOW,Cars are scarce and the unususti demand fo oa1 has
caused a shortage, whish will be more noticeable aii weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, "L U Z ER N E"
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November lit
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACrrz
COAL
11111111.11.111111111111.11W 
Barry did
Henneberoer
That run-down, tired feeling is OP
bast symptom of MALARIA, tak
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The spectfic for all malaria. Hao
cured others Will cure von
Price so Cents Per Boa.
E3ACOrWS
DRUG STORK.
Seventh and Jackson St.- Phone as;
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORA TED
sod B'wey. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
PARALYSIS
DEVELOPED
THE SIDE OF DR. PURDY IS
PARALYZED AS RESULT
OF WOUNDS.
Lower Limbs of Dr. Ernest Steven's
Little Boy Are Paralyzed—Mr.
Ellis Can Sit Up.
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRAbE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Ha! Ha! The Long Looked For Has
Just Arrived
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE H ANDS OF ht.IP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STAV
LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY 18 T, 19°7, THE PURE FOOD LAW,
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
To My Fr ends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, at 116 South Fourth infect, between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The home of Willow .-prifig
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, dis-
tiller, registered distillery No. -o.
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD sanctioned by the lure food law of the State of Ken-
tucky. This Whiskey is mad • .3 bi1S1'... a rye, 15 bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn and
the CRYSTAL WATERS of W riss son County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of any
kind in this whiskey I offer a Stoo.00 Reward to any chemist who will find one grain of impurities
in this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in 5'
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name a to .he label guarantees purity. Therefore they are
another of my liquid foods made from the deliciova grapes of California. My blackberry brandy is
guaranteed to be pure. made from the pure, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran
teed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that can be used with impunity
for sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, le distilled from pure mid mel-
low apples at McMinnville, Tenn.. by Hennessv Bros.. apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. An
other of my pure liquid foods made from i.iepts...
I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United States of America. made by the Anheu-
ser-Busch Brewing Association, of St. Levis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud
widow. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods., made from pure malt
and hops.
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. T,,ank God for the pure food laves
They have been seveateen years coming, but have come at last. On the first of next January these laws
wifl go into force in the entire United States of America and I am Gas of the few that hes anything in
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food IA's. Th'ese laws are gang to he
enforced is the government never below enforced a law in our great country. There will be on more
so-called so and is-year-old whiskies made resterday by compounder' and rectifiers. as the ism wen
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded. made of drug:,
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot we neutral spirits and wilily it
spirits—e blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they c ansot be tabled with fictitioue ages
and names of flrst-clasa whiskies. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-calleJ compounders
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get " rity, both by the drink. quarts, pinta or
half-pints. is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, liquid food, zi6 South Fourth street. Pa-
ducah. Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you the
next der that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of ea-called blenders aud rectifiers
made yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So welt a few blochs more and cern::  ace where pule
liquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's.
Word from Kuttawa is that the
pistol wound in the head of Dr. A.
n
D. Purdy ha: resulted in his side be-
ing paralyzed, and he is rendered
helpless. Otherwise he seems to be
doing as well as could be expected
from the injuries oaused by City Mar
shal McCullom, who fired at the
doctor's head while•malcing an arrest
for a minor offense.
Child's Limbs Paralyzed.
Many friends will regret to learn
that the little four year old son of
Dr. Ernest Stevens of Paris, Ky., is
sqffering from paralysis of the lower
limbs, as result of a serious attack of
typhoid fever the child is now under-
going. Dr. Stevens is a former Padu-
cah boy, half brother of Mr. James
Leigh of Eleventh and Tennessee
streets, and son-in law of Mrs. Mary
Williams of Fifth and Harrison
streets. He was here only a few
weeks ago attending the bedside of
Mr Leigh. who was seriously ill for1 Hundreds of Dollars Through
several weeks. Ftrrn's Generosity.
Gilberto The TalkingMachine Man
' Who will talk to you on any subJect, provided it is on the o ure food laws of our State.
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Able To Bite Up.
Mr. W. Courtney Ellis is able tsei
up in his private ward at Rivervid•
hospital, and with the same imp
ment, he will he sufficiently veer
to leave the institution by the I.
next week. He %V JS in a weri..u.
dition for some days, with threatened
pneumonia.
—The wife of Coroner Frank Laker
is very ill with fever at their home on
Tennessee street.
—Mr. and Mrs. Garth Ferguson
have a boy baby at their home in La
Center.
Mr. Marshall Puryear goes to Mc-
Kenzie. Tenn.. this - week • to visit
tolletremates. • -
Governor Beckham left this morn-
ing for 'Hartford, Ky. after speaki,ng,
at several places in this end of -the
state.
• N Ph.. 
COOK NOS COME
TO A CLOSE
THE RAMSEY SOCIETY BRINGS
THE BAKINGS TO A FINISH
TOMORROW.
The Church Ladies Profited by Many
The most successful series of cook-
air and bakings ever held at the
atodrs-Burford establishment on
4torth Fourt street will be brought to
A dose tomorrow acternooris,:by tht
Ramsey society of the Broadway
Methodist church, which is the last
organization on the, list. Today the
board of women of,the Home of the
Friendless have charge, while yester-
day the cooking and baking was done
by the Ladies Aid society of the First
Presbyterian church.
This cooking now coming to a close
Is the fourth annual event conducted
by this enterprising establishment,
and hundreds of dollars have been
made by the church ladies through
generosity of the manager, Colonel
Harry C. Rhodes, who supplied them
with everything they wanted, and let
them bake and sell as much as they
could.
The cookings started on the isth
beth Dunn, of Smithland arrived here yesterday fr
.
om visiting • in Buffalo. ,and every day since then the estab-
.
/testerday. New York. lishment has been crowded with
throngs taking dinner and purchasing
the pastry, cakes, etc. ,
Next week she different church sO-
cieties will report to Mr. Rhodes their
profits, and it can then be ascertained
just exactly how much was made.
The cookings have been done on
one of the Buck Stove and Range
company's stoves, and throughout the
series that popular rent sentative of
this mammoth firm, has J. E. Dye,
has been on hand assisting in every
manner possible the ladies, who think
there is none other like him.
FOOT CAUGHT
By Falling Window 'Saves Life of
Child.
Cora Meadows, the three-year-old
daughter of Mr. W. W. Meadows, the
raral route carrier, has a most mi-
raculous escape from a horri-
ble death. She was upsta:rs
at her home on West Broad-
way and while playing near a win-
dow lost her balance and plunged
headforward out. But she never
reached the ground, as while her body
was passing through the window the
stick holding the window up was
knocked out and thus let the wis
dow sash drop, catching one of her
feet, causing her to be suspended
about fifteen feet from the ground.
The child's mother kept her presence
of mind and secured a ladder and
climbed up to her and relieved the
child from the perilous position.—
Mayfield Messsnger.
—Switchman John Hancock of the
I C. may lose his badly mangled
hand, which Was caught between two
ear; he Vas uncoupling.
ANNIVERSARY
- OF WEDDING
(Continued From Page Oue.)
-
this-city go down by isvitet"sn to as-
sist the Fulton talent. •
Luncheon for Bride.
Mrs. Henry Rudy of Kentisncy
avenue will next Tuesday, at
entertain 'with a luncheon,
mentary to Miss Rubye Cosh
her bridesmaids.
Betrothal Announced. .
There is announced the betrotlito
of Miss Minnie Schwarz of Oklahoito
City, and Mr. Sydney Loeb of
city, but the date for the nuptials has
not yet been set. They will .cu.
sometime next spring.
The accomplished bride it a so-
ciety belle of her home city; sommg
of a very prominent family, and will
be a charming addition to The. Padu-
cah circles.
Mr loch is one (1 r this city's mos-
sterling and progressive of tile
younger business men, being actively:
engased in assisting management ols
the large Loeb ft: Bloom who'- tie
house of North Second street
which firm he is a valued merrher.
He is the eldest san of Mts. Reuben:
Loeb of Fifth and Broadway, and one
of the most prominent young men in
this section of the state where he ha:
resirled all his life. He is the ior
of the late Colonel Reuben Loeb,
founder of the flourishing establish-
ment that bears thh family name.
p.
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Linder alhe proposed contract this
imase service would cost the city but
aa--for each of the first tel
"tars of the sontract a saving upon
She nurser of hydrants now instan-
ts& of-11,44s5.00—per annum and fot
the sea year period a saving of $,-
For each of the last eight years
was ere plugs at $40.00 ....$6 000.cio•
ys bre plug' at $30.013 
 nonce
new lie plugs at $25.00 
 5•775-44#4
°WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION
.EPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATIM2 coin! IrrEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PADJCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
Oviruag to the fact that the con- tract mad the pr i posed contract ot
direct miming between the City of --$0.60..e.
ellteucah and the local water corn- There is nothing contained in the
5 y for f re hydrants expires dux- propueed contrac, changing these current month, it was in- rights of the city or those of theiiibent noon the general council water company under the original
Ilb negotiate for such service cover- franchise. The city still retains the
r
the remaining period which the right to purchase Inc water corn-
anchiee of the water company still eany'e plant at the .ixpiration of each
s to run, to-wit: eighteen years. five year period, in accordance with
After several conferences between the terms of the . riginal franchise.
the jont light and water committee This committee ha also compared
glad the officers of the water corn- the rates contained ;a the proposei
Alan), a scale of rates for fire hy- contract with thosi in effect in in
eats was agreed up3n by the corn. ether cities for t; .• .-ame class af
ttee and the water company. These service and finds i . oposed rates
elites have been embodied in a con- lower than those 1.iitl 1:i any 3f
*act which will be symbuted to the °those cities. The approximate av-
erneral council for such action as erage cost per hydrant in the num-
Ot. wisdom of that body may deter- ber of cities mentioned above is—
Benne. If the proposed contract is $41i.cio. 4
lb vorably acted upon by the general The rates referred to were sub-
ejeuncil, it must be submitted to the tr:tted by the local water company
fel Inters of the city at the next elez- and this committee a,,sumes that the
OW and Affirmatively ratified by not figure* are correct. The list of the
less than two-thirds oi the votes then c.ties with the rate paid in each is on
glat,t upon the question before a con- Tile with this committee and anyone
*act between the city and the water desiring to verify the figures c ni.
illempany can be finally executed. tamed therein may have the opp3r-
It •Iii therefore worth while for 1 tenity of doing so at any time.
lie voters of the city to carefully! It sl.ould also be borne in M. •4
dens der the terms of the proposed that until a new contract is entered
deaora.ct before casting their votes at into b.tween the city and the water
dis coming eiection. and if it ap- c,inpany, that the rates charged un-
Itnars that the proposed contract is der die existing contract will main-
OD the advantage of the city, then tam. The only alternatives oferel
SD regisor their Approval thereof to escape from the old rates are eith-
*on their ballots. er te make a new contract or to dis-
In order that the voters may have c. statue the service, the latter of
In opportunity to become fully ad- curse, being quite impossible.
tithed regarding the terms of the pro • Therefore, this committee has no
lensed contract, a copy of the same is hesitation in recommending to the
leerew th submitted. which reads as general council and to the voters of
Yellows: the City of Paducah, that the propos-
"Sectioa i. That the City of Padu- ed contract be ratified.
Nish. Ky. agrees to rent and does FOINT LICHT AND WATER
iNreby rent from the Paducah Water COMMITTEE.
rArnpany its sisecessors and assigns, 164
Weir hundred and eleven (40) double
sietzle fire hydrants now establish-
in said city for a period of
steghteen 08) years ftom the passage
Ailed final approval of this ordinance.
Otter an election by the people aa
1114re natter provided. The annual
sinntal for each et erd fire hydrants,
pinch the City ot Paducah hereby
at rees to pay for the first ten (to)
years of said term, shall be twenty
110 ao oo ) dollars and the annual rental
air the remaining eight (8) years
*all be fifteen ($15.00) dollars, (nn-
/ma the said city shall sooner pur-
abase water company's plant. with
Mx (6) per cent interest upon defer-
led payments. The payments of said
&totals shall be made as provided in
fie original ordinanee contract.
"Secties a. All additional hydrants
en extensions of mains that may be
illeected herenfter by the Paducah
lister Company, its successors or
Estigns, as provided in the original
dinance contract during the said
teen years, shall be charged and
Rai for as provided in section one
iherea; but at the exeiration of ten
Itto) years from the t;mc th's ordin-
ance shall have been finally approved,
iPs set out above, all the then fire
Ihydraets shall be charged and paid
for at the uniform rate as above pro-
wided and the contract therefor shall
arspire at the end of the eighteen
ears fixed in section 1.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
*all become effective it shall be
'Submitted to a vote of the qualified
peters of tle City of Paducah Ky.,
st the general election to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
ber, Igo& the said vote to be taken
h the manner and as provided by law
lier the submission of public ques-
Lens to the voters of said city.
Section it. This ordinance shall take
sheet and be in force from its pa.-
page. approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of Pa-
ducah, Ky, and a written acceptance
WILL EDUCATE THE AGED
Uplifting of Parent
by School
Is Contemplated
Official.
Chicago. Oct. • 25.—When Pat
CrHanrahan. member of the hodc,ar-
niers' union, decides that his son.
Patrick, Jr., is getting the best of him
in the way of book learning and de-
term'nes that he and his wife, Bridg-
et, shall attend night school in order
to acquire a rudimentary knowledge
of things overlooked in their youth
they will be confronted by a curious
statae of affairs if the proposed
state for night school study is
adopted by the board of education.
After Pat has toiled eight hours
-carrying mortar and bricks to the
top of a building in order to keep
the other fellow busy he may think
that he has exercised his legs and '
the muscles of his back and shoul-
ders sufficiently, but the directors of
the night schools will show him that
he is in error and that he needs
"walking, running and fancy steps,
calisthenics, wand and dumbbell
drills and exercise on the gymnasium
apparatus," interspersed with such
brain-enlightening games as "cat and
mouse," "come along, black and
white" and "beetle goes round."
Recreation for Bridget.
Bridget, on the other hand, after
her day of wyhing, ironing, cooking
and the thousand and one things nec-
essary to keep her healthy brood of
eight lively youngsters alive and pre-
sentable, will be taught the myster-
ies of "three deep," "forming chains."
"circle ball" and other childish
amusements. As a mere matter of
form they may be given some simple
sums in addition and a groundwork
outline of English as she is both
spoken and written, but that is mere-
ly incidental to the course and mayoaf its terms and conditions by the . .De given as "home work" to be work-Paducah Water Company filed with ed out with the aid of the children atShe alerk of the City of Paducah, home.
Sty-. wkhin ten (to) days after the Assistant Superintendent of HighOf f vial certificate of its approval at Schools Hegan, who has charge ofOle popular election." the night schools, has prepared a
At the present time the water corn- "course of study" for the night class-
Puy Mrs installed for the use of the es and on the program for the first
ote fire plugs, which under the term these exercises and genets ap-
contract are rated and cost pear as a part and parcel of the term
oath year as follows: work. As the average age of the stu-
dents of the night schools is 30 years,
while many of those in attendance
were gray beards and are candidates
for the Osier theory, the benefits to
be derived from the proposed course
Total ....... Sts,675.00 will be apparent to the most obtuse
person.
TWO DE.THS SUB- ' miLLsb
JECT OF INQUIRY Hendrick, Mffiei
db• Marble
MEMPHIS IS EXCITED OVER
DIVINE HEALING
CASES.
Man and Woman Alleged to Have
Been Starved—Health Board
Investigation.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 25.—Alleging
that Mrs. Hattie D. Fry of Houston,
Tex., aged 3o, and Samuel E. Green
of Palatka, Fla. aged 27, had died
Sunday after lingering illness without
any medial attention whatsoever,
Neighbors have demanded that the
cases be fully investigated. The
board of health will investigate. Mrs.
Fry and Mr. Green died Sunday at
the Christ Sanctified Holiness church,
736 Kerr avenue, and were buried in
the county yesterday morning.
Mrs. Charlotte Hester Gray, who
with her husband, Tom Gray, is at the
head of the band, says that in some
cases the Holiness worshippers, al-
though believing in divine healie.:,
call physicians and that the patients
had been 'treated by Prof. Chase, a
magnetic healer. and P. K. Norman,
a homeopathic physician.
Mrs. James Lloyd. a sister of Mrs.
Fry. says her sister died of heart
trouble brought on by acute indi-
gestion.
Neighbors say that in an effort to
cure Mrs. Fry religenls fanatics
starved her to death.
Dr. P. K Nolan said he was called
in only once and then the only one
he saw was the man Green. who had Mice ` 116 ith'er• livers. 
paralysisof the bowel'. Said the Norte Fifth. Both rliortc.
doctor: "I was called in by a Prof. **"(1. eev too say Menne leo
Chas . who has disappeared lance
then
"That was more than a week ago.
Sunday night Chase caltol on me
again and asked me to sign Dean's
certificates for Mr Green and for
Mrs. Fry.
"1 refused in both cases, as I hail
neirer seen the woman and had never
treated the man.
"The next day met Chase and he
told me that he had dodged the death I
certificate problem, as they were not
needed, the deaths having accu:red
iust optside of the city limits. As
far as could be gathered from rela-
tives of the dead persons, Mrs. Fry
had been brought from the headquar-
ters of the church at Hot Springs,
where she had for some time been
treated Mr Green had been brought
from Palatka and had been here about
six months.
HYSTERA EPIDEMIC
SWEEPING NATION boom No s.
Csiasehis Rid&
A S. DABNEY
—DSPITIST-
Trushart "lauding
OLIVILit• OLIVER & lif*GRZOOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Beatoa, Ky., rear heal
Marshall County, Padecali, 1(1,
Room 114 Prateraity Baddiag.
New 'risme 114. Old 'Phase elie
ALIEN W. BARILET'
Mammy at Law
Physicians Say Great Damage Will
Be Done if it Continues.
Board to Consider Scheme. given them the right to possess andJust what the uplift members of I give to those less gifted with fore-the board of education and their ad- thought and courage has reached ajunct, the Teacher? federation, will stage where it needs medical atten-think of the course is to be determ- tion.
ined at the next board meeting.
In spite of the proposed course Mr.
Henan presents figures to shqw that
the schools are being well attended.
oir'inek the franchise has to run, the • "We have been working hard to
etmt for or hydrants would he.--$S, have the people take advantage of the
13.4.o•—• saving to the city of -46; free night schools," he said, "and
l o.so—per annum or of—$a- we have placed placards in the most a oen.
4110-4or the entire eight yews of the Prominent olaces. In many of the
Irawchite, making a total saving tei schools every desk is occupied. For
Pu City iletwq.yo thr esissfsw ate- insteare, in the Crane school we can
Chicago, Oct 2s.—An epidemic of
hysteria as contagious as the disease
of smallpox, according to Dr. A. R
Mitchell of Lincoln. Neb., is sweep-
ing over the nation, and unless the
public mind can be brought to a calm,
retrospection incalculable damage I
must be done. He attributed the mal-
ady to fancied wroegs.
Dr. Mitchell's assertion was made
at the meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of Railway Surgeons. His
remarks brought out an interesting
discussion of the nation's affliction,
during which Dr. R W. Corwin,
president of the association, proffere4
some advice to physicians as to how
the disease should be treated.
"Physicians should mix the spirit-
ual with their treatment of hysteria,
and should use less of the material,"
said Dr. Corwin. "Everybody wants
sensation. It has crept into our
school board and into the lives of
women. Women have their teas and
drink.. They go to soda jountains--
seme of them—and order drinks, I
will say, too, that they do not always
order soda water The fraternitiec
among the schoolboys were recently
abolished because it took their minds
away from their studies."
Dr. Mitchell taid hysteria was look-
ed upon by people at large as an out-
break of certain overtaxed overemo-
tional females finding expression in
tears and convulsions, but the educat-
ed physician knows that hysteria is
ac much a disease as smallpox. It
affects all men grid women alike. In-
numerable examples of the infectious
and contagious character of the mal-
ady, he said, are recorded through all
history.
Dr. Mitchell concluded by saying
the eagerness to take from those who
possess that which the masses have
not accommodate all those who wish
to enter the manual training depart-
ment An additional teacher will be
selected and another class will be
opened tonight.'
At the Wendell Phillips school
12? persons are registered which
leads all schools in attendance. The
R.' T. Crane school is second with938 persons enrolled.
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of te,
state. Bosh abates 31.
Rooms a and 3 Ragirtar Belle
in;, egs i-p Broadaras•
R. T. LI0111700T,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all averts of Ke
tacky.
DR. W. EUBANK*.
(Honieopathist.)
Of fice •oto Broadway—Phone lao
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt,
erchrtect and Superintendent
aoi Fraternity Building.
()14' hone 498 Red; New Phone ,
PADUCAH, KINTUCKY
11r. B. I .Hall
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A correspondent of a church paper
winds up his account of a meeting
held at a certain town b yobserving
that it "must have been very disap-
pointing to those who were working
the oracle," that it "shows the whole
movement in a _false exotic which has
been worked from London." and that
the townspeople "value the bubble at
its true worth'
- FPI( E PHONE oti •
alleeillhea4041
Jt LOU i &Airs.
P LOWING"
Steam did Not Water 'instill°
Phone 133, 20 N.11,ird
J.L.Wolff
We hay, 
- acted line of "desp-ite( novelt.es.
-aany of them are unique and
°rich:Alla design.
I ou can chome something deist,
and ornamental from our stockthat will not be worn common.
If you aim to be "different" we
can help you.
Wedding Gifts
Jewebir
••••
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL 1NSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building
RESIDENCE PHONt pqa
IMO
ND W
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE KRIM. IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST Afr T•GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE Ai PLIED TO ANY WINDOW as
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AIM
ADMITS THE L OH? IN THE MOST PLEASIMO
AND AOKIERARI K HUES
IT IS APPROFRI ATE IN Drwm ROOMS. BATH
ROOMS AND FR ON? DOORS. IT 13 ONE OP TKO
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.
CI C. Leo, 315 Bova
"1111E11.11.1.111=111NED
attil Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 a TRIED STREW: PAD U CAILi Err
E.. H. PURYEAR
Attorney-at-Law
Basins s and 6 Register Buddha.
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-
A Splendid investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAN Mining Compa-
ny, of Tonopah, Nevada. 100,000 Shares—Par Value $1.00, Fully Paid and Non-
Assessable--Offered at 10 cents per &Aare
Property and Location
The most notable facts of the company are that it owns proven gold- and silver-bearing land; not only is the ore there, but it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Compenyowns the Gregory Group of five claims situated in the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT, and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNT AIN DISTRICT. Both thane Districts are the richest in the WORLD.The wands have been opened up on the Lone Mountain claims and indications point to striking large bodies of high-grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.
Mining Has Built, Many Great, Fortunes
Nothing so surely offers large returns as a good Mining Stock. Probably you do not realise how many people there are who are enjoying
are thousands of them, and they are largely those who bought their stock when the opportunity was first offered to secure shares at a low price
mining companies have advanced from a few cents • share to prices ranging from Sitio to $15oo a share in value, and besides have paid back to
Many of the companies are paying from zoo per cent to i000. per cent, in dividends on the first price of the stock. To grasp this opportunity and
PANY at 10 CENTS a share means success to you; and that means houses, good living, travel, education and a(,cial privileges for your children.
you are likely to be classed as a failure. T'.1e proposition is in the hands of men whose ability and izAegrity cannot be questioned, and these me n
receives an equal division of the Profits. Experts have examined the property, and it is the universal opinion that it has • wonderful future.
(zoo),
goo shares
$op &Wei
IN shares  
Soo shares  
1,000 shares
Loco shares
5.000 aharea
Organization
a regular income as a result from investing in Mining Stocks. There
before the company had begun to pay dividends. Stocks of many
the investors in dividends many hundred times what they first invested.
purchase stock in the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAN MINING COM-
If you do not grasp this opportunity and secure a good share of wealth
pledge themselves to see that each and every investor in the enterprise
The Company is organised under the laws of the state of Nevada. CAPITAL STOCK OF $1,000,000, DIVIDED INTO SHARES OF 1 HE PAR VALUE OF $z.00 EACH; g00000 SHARES ARE IN THETREASURY, which will be sold as required fur development from time to time.
10 Cent, Per Share, Cash or Installments
We want to impress upon you the fart that you don't have to be rich in order to become a shareholder in this splendid Company. The price of shares is °ray Doc, sad you can buy as few$zo.00 worth. U you are not in a position to pay cash for all the alarm you desire to own we will accept a small payment down with the order, the remainder to be paid in five monthly installments. Supposeyom want to invest gio4x, in this company; simply send us $2.50 with your order for too sharea, and thereafter $1.50 per month for five months and the stock wit) be paid for, very easy—anyone can afford to do this.&mom everyoue has enough money la a year to buy them an interest in this Company which would melte them indePendent for life. Send in your order today. The following table win show you just how snow
shares your money will buy, the amotme you send if you want to pay all cash, and the plan for monthly payments:
What, Your Money Will Buy
zoo shares $ moo cash
soo ahem 
 
 
 ao.00 cash
pc shares 
 
30.03 cash
40.00 cash
• • •
50.00 cash
6o-oo cash
$aco cash
100.00 cash
100.00 cash
500.00 cash
or $ 1.50
or 5.00
OT 5.00
Of 5.00
or 5.03
or 10.00
Of 10.00
OF 30.00
OC 40.00
Of 100.00
Of 1100.00
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
cash and
$ 1.50 per month
340 per month
5.00 per month
7.00 per month
&co per month
zo.00 per month
14430 per month
16.00 per month
32.000 per month
80.00 per month
ifo.00 per month
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5 months
for 5to.000 shares  . rozoozo cash cash and months
In offering this stock we present it as a solid and safe investment, not a speculation. The resources of
their properties and the amount of rich ore sterna so inexhaustible that WE RECOMbIENINOpe PUR-
CHASE OF TIM STOCK TO EVERY INVESTOR.
as one hundred
MACKAY, MUNROE & CO
BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
Gentlemei •
I hereby subscribe for 
 shares (at zoc
Per share) of the Capital Shock of the PrTTSBURG-MANHATTAN
MINING COMPANY of Tonapils (par value $i.00 per share) for which
find enclosed $ ...
Please issue 'stock in near of:
Name (in full) 
Street and No. 
City or Town 
State 
Yours trig',
Signature 
Put Name of Your Paper Along This Line 
• a
Ofticers and Directors
ROBERT M. WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittsburg), President.
E. G. MINARD (Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah), Secretary.
W. B. MARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad
T. THOMER (Tonopah), Vice-President.
E. B. CUSHMAN (Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonopah,), Treasurer.
Co., Tono-pah,), Director.
100,000 Shares of the Above Stock are now Offered for Public Subscription at Ten Cents per Share
MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE—CHECK, DRAFT, P. 0 or EXPRESS MONEY ORDER---TODAY FOR THE XUMBER OF SHARES YOU DESIRE
CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER
Address All Communications To
Mackav, Munroe & BANKERSCu. BIBROKERSuuludelu, Nev.pnial
r•
RELIABLE REPRESSNTATIVES WANTED EVERYWHERE.
1,
4
LANG TAFF-0KM MANUFACTURING OMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
siding
Finish
Lath
Iscorporansi.
L
 Yellow U Gum M
 Ash B
 Maple E
 Oak Blinds,Pine - Poplar Beech Walnut Elm Interior
R
 Sash, Doors,
Finish
GUM, BEECH 4ND OAK FLOOLING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
Both Plumes 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
AIRS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZOR. THE NEWEST THING IN
6.11141ETIICS YONE 30 DAYS-MONEY BACK IF NOT SATIS
VIED.
M'PHERSONS DRUG STORE
EVLUSIVE AGENTS FOURTH and BROADWAY
,
'
RIVER
 
NEWS
 
HOURS MK THE
ttsver Stag4
Cairo, i4.8, falling.
Chattanooga, 7.4, falling.
Cincinnati, 18.3, falling.
Evansville, 7 9, falling
Florence, 5.7, falling.
Johnsonviffe, 7.9, falling
i Louisvilk. 7.3. rising.
Mt. Carasel, tin standing
• 
Nashville, 4.6, falling.
Pittsburg, 5.7, falling.
Davis Island Dam—Missing.
SL Louis, 6.3, falling.
Mt. Vernon. 7.3, falling.
ratted& 9.3. falling.
-
The Banned gets to Nashville to-
night, lays there until tomorrow, when
*e leaves on her return this way.
She gets back to this city next Sun-
day.
The towboat Robert Edenborn has
passed dole°, en route from Pittsburg
to Angola, La., with a big ferry for
use in carrying railroad cars across
the river. It is one of fourteen built
for this( service at Pittsburg.
The Henry Harley left yesterday
(Or Evansville aud comes back to-
11111')ITOW.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
#:c Tennessee river last night and
lay.: here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before skipping out on her
return that way.
The City of Saltillo left .St. Louis
yesterday and gets here tomorrow
en route up the Tennessee river.
The Georgia .Lee gets heer tornor-
rtw night en route down to Memphis
from Cincinnati.
Nearly everybody in river-fronting I
c has seen or head of the
stc:amboats Dudley, Dunbar and
4Richardess. These boats, being light
draft, are now in the Evansville and
1Paducah trade Years ago bars were
&maintained on these boats and did a
Ihig business until Sam Jones con-
ucted a revival in Nashville. At
this meeting Capt. Ryman, the prim-
41pa1 owner and manager of these
*oats, which are known collectively
as the Ryman line, was converted He
Immediately had the licriors on his
boats dumped overboard and rp-
moved the marine insurance protect-
ing the crafts, saying he would trust
.t0 the Lord. So it is that when you
a Ryman line boat you had bet-
leave your thirst at home, the
Soules
Balm
For
Chapped
Skin
25c
Favorite in Paducah
tor 30 years.
Mow Made and Sold by
7CIIICCL IMI111111=2-
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRUGGIST&
Fifth and treadling.
Both Phones rye.
ELKS' RECEPTION
FOR LADIES IN AFTERNOON
AND BOTH SEXES AT NIGHT
BUT NO CHILDREN.
Music Will Prevail During the Noon
Hours, While Light Refresh-
ments Will Be Dispensed.
The committee having \charge of
the Elks' reception next Tuesday, has
dccided that the handsome new build-
iag on North Fifth street will be open
ed to "ladies only" from 3 until '3
Oclock in the afternoon while from
7:30 to it o'clock at night, the re-
c ption will be for ladies and gen-
t/men both. Under no considera-
tion whatever will any children be
allowed inside the building, for fear
they will deface walls and .furniture
The reception is given in order that
the entire public can be welcomed
to the new lodge home and ace what
character of structure and interior
furnishings the brethren have. During
reception hours music will be fur-
nished by a nice orchestra, while re-
freshments will be served the visi-
tors who will be shown through one
cf the handsomest structures in the
state of Kentucky.
The committee preparing for the
dedication ceremonies is hard at
work and will have its program out-
I,ned within the next week or two
These exercises occur the first Tues-
6ay in December, and will be quite
elaborate affair. several f me speakers
parficipating
only kind of "life preservers" aboard
being made of cork. Sad Jones did
It.
At 8 o'clock this morning the
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
9 o'clock.
The Reuben Dunbar gets in today
from Evasville and leaves immedi-
ately on tier return that way.
Manager Powell of the Barrett line.
was here yesterday from Cairo.
The towboat Inverness came out
of the Cuntberland river yesterday
wilt ties.
The Jint Duffy will be back out of
the Tennessee trivet today with ties.
The I. N. Hook raised steam yes-
terday and is preparing to leave for
The Tennessee river after ties. She
has been laid up for one year.
Captan Edward Cowling of the
steamer Cowling, is in Springfield,
Ill., leaving Captain L. W. Copeland
in command of the boat.
MUNICIPAL PLANTS A SUCCESS
A Delegation From Murray Inspects
the Paris, Tenn., Plants.
A delegation from here represent-
ing the city council and Commercial
club, composed of Mayor Hughes, R.
T. Wells, J. B. Hay, Taz Sledd, E.
H. Haley and 0. J. Jennings, visited
Paris,l'uesday afternoon to look over
the city elecbrie light and water plant
and weber such information regard-
ing a lammicipal plant as possible.
Several bouts were spent by the
party Orkin over the system which
they found to be well conducted and
one which brings the city of Paris
quite a revenue above cost of •own-
ing and operating. Supt Younkin
was entremely courteous and gave the
!party muck valuable information.—Miurray Ledger.
BOUGHT DRUG
STORE STOCK
DR. LOUIS KOLB RETURNED
FROM NEW YORK YES-
TERDAY.
President Reeves of First National
Bank, Expecting Rough Sketches
Other Commercial News.
Mr. Louis Kolb. the druggist, has
returned from New York where he
bought a fine stock of drugs for his
wholesale establishment he will °Oen
the first of next year at the building
he is now constructing on North
Third street near Broadway. The
structure is a very handsome building
and will be finished in time for busi-
ness to be opened January 1st , by Mr.
Kolb and his brother, Mr George
Kolb. the other druggist of that
Bank Plano
President Robert L. Reeves of the
First National bank yesterday said
they were expecting within a few days
sonic more rough sketches being
drawn by the St. Louis architects, so
the bank officials can gather new
ideas for the handsome ten story
building to be tonstructed by the
financial institution at Third and
Broadway after the first of next year.
While President Ret%cs WAS in Chi-
cago last week on private business.
he spent much time looking over the
huge structures of that metropolitan
city, and gathered pointers about
many features that will be incorpor-
ated in the plans and specifications
for tit, new structure here.
Sell Drug /hock.
Mr. B. H. Scott will shortly sell to
some purcha.ser the stock of drugs in
his building at Seventh and Broad-
way and the probabilities are another
establishment of this nature will be
opened there.. Mr. Scott bought in
the stock at the sheriff's sale in the
suit where Mr. Scott sued Druggist
W. R. Hayes for about Soo for rent
due. for occupancy of the storeroom
by the latter druggist.
Coal Lands Inspected.
President Wm Katterjohn, oi the
Katt.erjohn Construction company
was yesterday up near Dawson
Springs looking over a several hun-
dred acre tract of coal land he and
others have bought. They will de-
velop the properties before long.
Plant fall bulbs now for spring
flowers, we have all kinds.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO. 529 B'way.
WARNING.
COAL WILL ADVANCE TWO
CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBER
iST. DON'T TAKE CHANCES ON
DEALERS WHO ARA COM-
PLAINING OF THEIR MINES
INABILITY TO SHIA THEM
COAL. PLACE YOUR ORDER
WITH BRADLEY Bk0S. AND
REST EASY KNOWING YOUR
ORDER WILL BE FILLED
PROMPTLY WITH THE BEST
COAL BROUGHT ;70 THE MAR.
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINES ARE
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP 12C, EGG rac, NUT tic
PER BUSHEL.
PHONE 339 BRADLEY BROS.
TESTIFY IN ASSAULTED
MURDER CASE WITH SPOKE
LIEUTENANT POTTER AND JAS HARRISON, COLORED, ISOFFICER TOLBERT WENT CHARGED WITH BEATINGTO MEMPHIS. CHAS. WILLIAMS.
Countryman Named Clark Arrested Lernis
For Being Drunk on Streets—
Captain Has Lot of Pictures.
This morning at 4 o'clock Lieuten-
ant Thomas Potter of the night police
force, left for Memphis Tenn., to
teitify in the murder case charging
%VIII Lightfoot, colored, with killing
Roy Sloane, white, near Woodstock
Tenn., several years ago. The lien-,
tenant was accompanied by Special
Policeman Dick Tolbert of the Illi-
nois Central railroad yara service
here.
After summoning nearly 2,000 peo-
ple. the court at Memphis has at last
wide up the full jury of twelve to de-
cide the case. It has taken nearly one
month to make up the jury, as every-
body summoned had aiNipinion in the
celebrated case.
Lightfoot and Sloane were riding
on a freight, train coming this way,
and the following morning Sloane's
dead body was found beside the rail-
road tracks. Lightfoot was suspected,
and arrested at the I. C., pay car al
the Paducah yards where he cam
after the money due him for working
on the road out of Jackson. Tenn.
Special Officer Tolbert caught him.
Lieutenant Potter goes down to testi-
fy to the character of some Paducah
negroes who testified in behalf ot
Lightfoot. who has twice been sen-
tenced to hang for the killing, but
each time the Tennessee supreme
court set the verdict aside and grant-
ed him new trials. Officer Emile
Gourieux and Mr Charles Denker of
this city were summoned a's witnesses
also, but could not go This evening
at 6 o'clock City Jailer Thomas
Fvitts expects to go down to give his
evidence. While the lieutenant is
away Patrolman James Brennan is
looking after his desk in the office.
Drunkenness Charged.
A countryman named Clark was
found at Fourth and Jefferson streets
last night by Officers Johnson and
Cross. in a drunken condition. Clark
was locked up
Package of Pictures.
Captain Frank Harlan of the police
force has in his possession a bundle
of postal pictures and a photograph.
probably lost by some child, who can •
recover if at his office. The photo-
graph is of a three year old child
standing in a chair, while the postal
cards represent the city market, post
office and other places. They were
found on the sidewalk in front of the
captain's home.
Touched for $i&
Baker Dowdy, of Linton, Tenn.,
reported to the police last night that
he had been touched for $is while
asleep on the Str. Kentucky He
had taken deck passage, went to sleep
and did not know of his loss until the
boat arrived about midnight
Vance and Will Hays,
ed, Charged With Allowing
on to Play PooL
Color-
MM-
James Harrison colored, was ar
;rested yesterday at noon by Officer
, Hurley at his home on Eighth and
T(nnessee streets, on the charge of
maliciously assaulting Charles
hams, colored, at the pool room of
Lennie Vance and Will Hays, col-
red. on lower Kentucky avenue. The
two latter were arrested about the
time time by Officers Johnson and
Cross on the charge of permitting
boys under age to enter the •stab-
I•shment ask iltdalge in pool playing.
Harrison and Wil ams got into a
fight Wednesday night at the pool
room and the former beat the lane'
up coosiderabl, with a wagon spoke.
f ounding WiEspens over the head .rid
tadly iajeRitog him. Harrison claims
Williams *anted t3 whip him and
v as advancing when he picked up
the spoke and struck the blows Har-
rison was locked up.
Vance and Hays gave bond for
their appearance in the police court
this
The rison boy is only about
nineteen 
ti
rs of age and it is claim
ed the wo negro proprietors permit
kids of tender age to lounge around
their place with the older and mot'
hardenea kind.
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POPULpR WANTS.
4.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR RENT—One apartment in
"Sans Sone)" apartments. 308 North
9th St. Steam Heated. W. E. Cochran
- - 
-
ANTED:---A collector to work in
Paducah. Apply Paducah Advancing
Co. 202 I-2 Kentucky Ave.
WANTED—Position by young
man to do office work or -as salesman
Address X care this office.
FOR RENT—One room over
Walkers' drug store—Also business
house zisoo on Third street between
Broad. -sy and Kentu.'„s An-,1%to
D. A YE1SER.
Ask your Grocer for "Marna je
Flour. Beat that's nada.
Lost—Open faced, filled case watch,
size 3, with letter "L" engraved on
small shield on outside case. Frank
L. Ryon, Greenville, Miss, in en-
graved inside. Finder return to Padu-
cah Marine Railway and eceive re-
ward.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T B. Joann Imo
Kentucky Ave.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
okble-bodied unmarried men between
sees of 21 and IS; citizens of U•ited
tates, •af good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information sp-
ry to Recruiting Officer, New Rkb-
ond Howse, Paducah. Ky.
Just received, World's Fair prine
mixture, lawn grass seed, nuf ced.
C. /. BRUNSON & CO 5.ao B'esay.
—General Foreman John Schroe-
der of the I. C. shops, returned from
Chicago yesterday, and reports that
while there he attended the funeral
of M. I. Rove. Mr. Rova was former-
ly general foreman of the Paducah Y
shops for the I. C. but was trans-
ferred to Mattoon, then East St.
Louis, and finally Chicago. A wife
and several children survive him.
FOR .Polite Correspondence
Special Sale of Fine Box Paper.
Something New, Correct Shape, and
Cloth Finish Stock
We want every lady in Paducah that uses good writing motitried to
know about our stationary stock. As a special gnet for trade we
offer the Latest Correct Style in Cloth Finish Paves, packed zclaire
in a box at
19c . ,
This nuns paper has always sold at ssc and sse heretofore This
elm Good erdy mil October s7th.
I. f.Wilsoii at 114r boor's Departmout Store
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VTHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as rim
pay rent. Vacant lots hi all parts of the city. Nice Iota an de
proposed car extension on Broad to anion depot and ea Ain
streets front $so to Isso each. Buy now on inatallmeut pies
while cheap. Tee is the highest ground in tit. city. Property le
anvanting rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Bart D. Samara, Pres. and M. Phone As,
Dont Wait
TOO LONG CO A L,
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
'Genuine Tradewater
, Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
11111111
West Kentucky Coal Co,
Office and Elevator 2ndVe0hio
Both Ph"e11:- 1254
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